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Numerous
accidents
reported
Tuesday

75ft

Pvi urloy,

OiatieNtimar,wKids keep
Santa busy
before his
big night

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Freezing rain that blanketed
the area Tuesday morning kept
police and other emergency
responders busy for hours clearing roadways and dealing with
primarily minor, but widespread
traffic accidents caused by slick
roads.
U.S. 641 south of Murray
was shut down by Kentucky
State Police and Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
officials while wreckers cleared
the roadway of a tractor trailer
that jack-knifed on the ice and
was stuck blocking at least one
lane at Brandon Bottoms.
Traffic was diverted to
Murray-Paris Road at both
Glendale and Tobacco toads
horth and south of the area until
the roadway was cleared around
10:30 a.m.
Reports of drivers losing
control of vehicles and skidding
off the roadway or causing

•Playstations
to Pet Shops,
the lists go on
and on for some
By TOM BERRY
Staft Writer
hat are children in
Murray-CallowayCounty telling Santa;
Claus they want brightly::
:
.
wrapped and waiting under the
Christmas tree Thursday morn!:
.ing?
most
For
youngster, I
you may have
a hard time L
getting them
to stop running through a
long list of
they
things
may be dreaming about finding
in Santa's bag, but for little
Daniel Klukan that's not for
anyone else to know.
"It's a secret," Klukan said as
he excitedly waited for an introduction to the Jolly Ole' Elf at,
County
Calloway
the
Courthouse.
Santa's visit was part of
Murray Main Street Christmas
program.
"It's only for Santa," Klukan
quickly added believing that if
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iiaitv Forecast
By The Assoc:12W Press
Wednesday...Breezy...
Cloudy. Showers and a
chance of thunderstorms in
the morning. Then a chance
of showers in the afternoon.
Highs in the lower 50s.
South winds 15 to 25 mph
in the morning shifting to ihe
west 15 to 20 mph in the
afternoon.
Wednesday night...
Mostly cloudy. Lows in the
lower 30s.
Christmas Day...Partly
sunny with a 20 percent
chance of rain. Highs in the
upper 40s.
Thursday night...Mostly
cloudy with a 20 percent
chance of rain. Lows in the
lower 40s.
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See Page 3A
Courthouse holiday
hours announced
County
Callovkay
The
Courthouse and county offices
will close at 2 p.m. on
Wednesday. Dec. 24, and will
be closed on Thursday. Dec. 25,
and Friday. Dec. 26 for the
Christmas holiday.

- Sharing Special Times in Their Lives

Residents recall favorite Christmas memories
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City, county officials among
those offering unique
perspectives on Christmas
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most.
"As a child, my family celebrated
Christmas and opened presents on
Christmas Eve," he wrote in an e-mail.
"Christmas Eve afternoon, my Dad would
take me to town to buy candy and fruit.
When we returned home, Santa had left
presents. I remember wondering how
Santa knew that 1 had gone to town."
Murray Police Chief Ken Claud said
he didn't have many specific memories
that stood out in his mind but always
looked forward to getting out of school

for the Christmas break. Other than that,
he said he loved getting together with
family every year and catching up with
them.
Lance Allison, the executive director
of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce, remembered one time as a
boy when he was dying for a model racecar track. He was not disappointed and
when he started playing with it, he
noticed an attached tag indicating it been

•See Page 3A

MERRY CHRISTMAS!
Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts fo
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Everyone has cherished memories of
all varieties, but the ones tied to
Christmas traditions often hold a special
place in one's heart. The Murray Ledger
& Times spoke to a few prominent community members this week about some of
their favorites.
Calloway County Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins said he loved being with
family and friends for Christmas and
remembered that as a boy, his family's
traditions took place a little earlier than
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As
we saygoodbye to 2008
and welcome The New Yew; it
givesIts time to pause and remember to
hold dear the little things iii life and wonders
ofthis season. Merry Christmas.from the
Physicians and SteofPrimary
care Medical Center!
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•Kids keep Santa ...
From Front
only Santa knows he will
increase his chance of getting
what he asked for.
However plenty of other
youngsters weren't too shy
about naming exactly what they
hope is waiting for them in
Santa's bag.
"1 want a PSP. That's a miniature Playstation." said Layne
Sullivan without hesitation of
any kind.
What does Sullivan think of
his chances a PSP will be waiting for him under the tree.
"Mmmmm, 50 and 50," he
said with an twist of his hand
.ind an optimistic nod of his
head.
Sullivan's sister, Alyssa. didn't mind sharing what she wanted from Santa Claus either as
she sat on the Jolly Ole Elf's
lap.
"I want some pet shops," she
said, looking up into Santa's
eyes.
"They're little animals. I've
got 59 of them. I collect them,"
she added when Santa seemed a

little puzzled by the request.
Regrettably, Henry David
Byford. who will be 3-years-old
in February. probably won't be
getting exactly what he asked
Santa for. He's willing and
ambitious, but just too little to
zooming around the countryside.
"I want a little four-wheeler,"
said Byford with a hopeful tone
while waiting to see Santa to
make his plea.
Destiny Sawyer has already
received on of her most exciting
gifts.
"You know what. I got a kitty
from Santa," Sawyer said just
before she climbed up on
Santa's lap to thank him for
being so kind and to give him an
extended list of requests.
"I want a camera," said
Anleigh Hudspeth because she's
going to be heading toward
Disney World in Orlando, Fla.
for her third birthday in April
and she wants to take pictures of
Cinderella.
What other kinds of requests is
Santa hearing?
"I've had a lot of the kids ask

III Favorite memories ...
From Front
on layaway at Rose's department store. He said he was
"none-the-wiser" and thought
he was clever, telling his parents he was aware of one of
Santa's techniques.
"That's when I found out
that Santa uses layaway," he
said laughing.
Murray State University
President Dr. Randy Dunn said
his mother had seven siblings
and that the whole family
would gather at one of their

households on Christmas Eve.
Four of his aunts and uncles
lived in his home state of
Illinois, so they would rotate
among those households.
"I remember the first time
everyone came to my house. I
was about eight or nine," he
said. "We lived in a little house
like most people did back then
and we had this house packed
almost wall-to-wall with all of
these aunts and uncles and
cousins. There were all kinds of
food and it was a lot of fun."

for Wit and some games." he
said during a short break after
greeting about a dozen youngsters. "Some of them are asking
for Ipods. Some of the boys
have asked for dump trucks and
things like that.**
According to an Associated
Press report Monday, shoppers
are finding bargains on some of
the most popular gifts for children In Miami. the Disney
Store is featuring T-shirts with
Kermit the Frog and Tigger
originally priced at $24.99
marked down to $7.99 before
another 40 percent discount. At
the flagship Macy's store on
34th Street in New York. shoppers swarmed racks offering 65
percent off women's clothing.
Elsewhere, the store was offering 50 percent off handbags by
designers such as Dooney
Bourke and Coach and 40 percent off gold earrings.
However stores selling other
types of merchandise - such as
the ever-popular jewelry aren't seeing a lot of demand in
some areas.
Ahmad Parpia, owner of
Marquise Jewelers inside
Dallas' Valley View Mall, has
seen his most profitable period
of the year fizzle. Few shoppers
are coming inside his stores to
buy diamond-encrusted chains,
gold watches and jewelry,
despite signs advertising:
"Financing available up to
SI0,000. Will beat any competitive price."
"It's almost like 80 percent
down over the last two years."
he said. "I've never seen before
a Christmas like that, and I've
been in this business almost 15
years."
However shoppers were out at
Kmart and Sears stores nationwide over the weekend stocking
up on last-minute gifts like
Nintendo's Wii. Blu-ray players, digital cameras and tools. In
some cases, shoppers lined up

before stores opened for weekend doorbuster deals.
"For the most part, we beat
our previous week, which was a
great kind of benchmark,
because last week was strong
For us.* said Tom Aiello, a
spokesman for the stores owned
by Sears Holdings Corp. At
Woodfield Mall in Schaumburg.
Ill., shoppers were making purchases at 4 a.m, and officials
expected the overnight shopping crowd to grow each night
as Christmas Eve nears.
"It was active." said Mike
Dervos, executive vice president of Macy's upper midwest
division, who added that shoppers are buying many of the
same items they've sought in
previous years, like cosmetics
and fragrances.
"We were pleased." he added.
Some
people
browsing
through many of the nation's
malls reportedly seemed more
like scouts than actual customers, waiting for last-minute
bargains or browsing, but holding few, if any, bags.
After electronic gadgets, practical gifts seemed to be among
the most popular.
Items like sweaters. jeans.
hats, scarves were some of the
most common items being
bought by shoppers while most
were eschewing jewelry and fur
and leather items for unisex
apparel, boots and outwear,
according to some reports.
Philadelphia resident Amy
Warner managed to cross off
her shopping list items like
DVDs, wine, jewelry and gift
cards, including a grocery store
gift card for her grandparents
who live near Allentown. Pa.
"My grandmother said, 'All
we really want is a gift card
from Wegmans." Warner said.
"They're retired. They have a
fixed income. I don't think
there's anything they really
needed other than this."

TOM BERRY -Ledger & Tinqs

Alyssa Sullivan. (above) and Destiny Sawyer, below, meet
Santa Claus in person Saturday during a Murray Main Stre4t
Christmas program at the Calloway County Courthouse
Sullivan asked for toy animals under the tree while Sawyir
thanked Santa for delivering a kitty cat to her house a lila
early this year.

The Murray Ledger & Times will
CLOSE
t :30.-I.M. ON
WEDNESDA1. DEC.24TH
for Christmas and be closed
all day Thurs., Dec.25th.
Please be sore & have a very
Merry Christmas!
WE WILL RE-OPEN FRI., DEC. 26TH
AT 7:30 A.M.

III Tuesday accidents ...
From Front
minor accidents were reported
by both Calloway County
Sheriff and Murray Police emergency 911 traffic most of the
morning. The incidents were
widespread; however only
minor of no injuries were
reported.
Keith Todd, public information officer for the Department
of Highways District One and
District Two offices in Paducah,
said several Calloway emergency agencies contacted
Transportation
Kentucky
Cabinet officials requesting closure of several highways due to
icy conditions.
"We've had reports from
Kentucky State Police that vehicles traveling less than 5 miles
per hour have been sliding off
the roadway," Todd said
Tuesday morning. "We've had
several instances of motorists
sliding into or hitting salt trucks
as they go about their work."
Highway crews were trying
to treat highways as quickly and
safely as possible and motorists
were urged to use extra caution
near work crews, according to
Todd. Salt trucks were having
difficulty getting to some trouble spots due to the number of
vehicles blocking roadways and
traffic back-ups from the various blockages. Several salt
trucks also wound up in ditches
near Mayfield and Fulton.
Several vehicles were reported off the roadway in Coldwater
Bottoms on Ky. 121 North with
traffic backed up a long distance
behind - both north and south.
An accident without injuries
was also reported near Kirksey.
Todd said the Purchase
Parkway was blocked both
north and South of the U.S. 60
Interchange. About 20 vehicles
were reported involved in a pile
up after a driver skidded sideways and other vehicles stacked
up behind.
Continuing rain and temperatures in near 40 melted most of

the frozen precipitation by midday; while continuing most of
the night. A high temperature
around 50 degrees is expected
today - Christmas Eve - under
partly cloudy skies. A high and a
low temperature in the 40s
under the same conditions will
continue on Christmas day.

Correction
A story in Tuesday's Ledger
concerning the smoking ban at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital taking effect January
I contained several errors.
Spokeswoman Melony -Bray
did not say employees that
smoke would inevitably have
to either quit or cut back. She
said that the hospital was not
trying to force anyone to quit.
The story stated there were currently several smoking terraces, but there is only one. The
hospital board passed the
motion to ban smoking on the
property in early 2008, not late
2007. Also, care kits will not be
passed out until the ban takes
effect.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 751
1916.
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Recycle Your Christmas Boxes!! I
The Murray Sanitation Department will be picking I
up cardboard only on Wednesday, December 31st.
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There will be no charge for this service but you
must call 762-0380 to schedule a pickup.

CITY OF MURRAY SANITATION
DEPARTMENT
201 Andrus Drive • Murray, KY 42071

(270) 762-0380

270-753-1916
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Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2008 Dodge Grand Caravan SE 2008 Chrysler PT Cruiser Touring
33,000 Miles,
7 Passenger, TIC, PW/PL,
CD. Stk. #CP599

2002 Lincoln Continental
72,000 Miles,
Leather, Moonroof.
Stk. #CP591A

17,000 Miles, TIC, PW, PL,
CD,Alloy Wheels
Stk. #CP600

.XIIP MEM
'NM MEM
.
41

tea'

..w

11F987*
2001 Pontiac Grand Am SE
..-1771:71117.

sll 885'

57,486
2006 Chevrolet Colorado 4x4

60.000 Wr-,
S!,.
C',1'..5,.7 B

27,000 Miles, Crew Cab
Z-71, GM Certified
Vehicle.
Stk. #GT8345A

71,000 Miles, Heated Leather, Moonroof.
Stk #TC8443A

$6,386*

s17,469*

2004 Nissan Frontier XE

2006 Dodge Ram 4x4 I

39,000 Miles, King Cab,
TIC, PW, PL, CD,
5 Speed.
Stk. #P7006A

-....31•••••••

t•

50,449*
2004 Chevrolet Trailblazer LT 4x4

2006 Scion XI

58,000 Miles,
7 Passenger, Heated
Leather, Moonroof,
GM Certified Vehicle.
Stk. #P6981

S13,945*
2007 Cadillac Escalade EXT

39,000 Miles, Quad Cab,
TRX4 Off Road, TIC, PW/
PL, CD.
Stk. OCP561

96,226* 1
2006 Toyota Highlander

34,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #CP542

42,000 Miles, V-6 Alloy
Wheels, TIC, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #TT8437A

_ s14,925*
95,985*
2002 Dodge Ram 4x4
2008 Ford Escape Limited

37,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof.
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #GT8289A

-ii

S31975*

106,000 Miles, Regular
Cab, Long Bed, Chrome
Wheels.
Stk. #CP532A

$6,495*

20,000 Miles, T/C, PW/P1
CD, Leather, V6
Stk. #P7027

$417,456'
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Obituaries
Samuel H. (Sarni Beaman
sdniuci II i Sam i Beaman. K2. Fulton, formerly

Wain M. Wyatt
The funeral for Wesley M. Wyatt was today (Wednesday at I
an the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home. Cadiz Rev, Terry
Mitcheson officiated. Burial was in the Barnett Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Mr. Wyatt. 58, Cadiz, died Sunday. Dec 21. 2008. at I 2.1p,i
at South Georgia Medical Center. Valdosta. Ga.. after a short illness.
Born Sept. IS. 1950, in Calloway County. he was the son of the
late Loyd Helton Wyatt and Susie Hargrove Wyatt He was retired
from Fisher Price, Murray, and of Baptist faith.
Survivors include his wife. Catherine Wyatt. three daughters.
Leslie Wyatt, Murray. Stacy Wyatt. Grand Rivers. and Erica York.
Memphis. Tenn.: one stepson. Brandon Foot, South Fulton. Tenn
one stepdaughter, Melissa Moffit, Martin. Tenn., three brothers.
Loyd Wyatt, Cerulean. and Billy and Johnny Wyatt. both of Cadiz.
two sisters, Sadie Cole and Debbie Boyd, both tif C'adit, four
grandchildren.
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of Murray. died Sunday. Dec. 21. 2008. in Ocala.
Fla.
He had retired and had worked for the former
Hadley Adhesive Company in Fulton. Air Products
in Calvert City and Wal-Man store in Fulton. An Army veteran of
World War II. he WAS a member of Smith Street Church of Christ,
South Fulton. Tenn.. and Roberts Masonic Lodge in Fulton.
Born July 25. 1926. in Solencer County, Tenn.. he was the son
of the late Frank Beaman and Marie Cain Beaman. One sister also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife. Marguerite Hainline Beaman: one
daughter, Samnue Kaye Taylor. Ft. Lauderdale. Fla.; one stepson.
Gary Stephens. South Fulton. Tenn.; one granddaughter. Tara Lynn
Taylor, Hollywood. Calif.: three step granddaughters. Wendy
Stewart. Fulton. Lisa Sykes, Paris. Tenn., and Stacey Stephens.
South Fulton. Tenn.: one sister. Mary Alice Luther, Mayfield.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Hornbeak
Funeral Home. Fulton. Bro. Miles Mayo will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery. Dukedom. Tenn. Visitation will
be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Saturday. Online condolences
may be made at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.corn.

Mrs. Virginia L Brandon
The funeral for Mrs. Virginia 1.. Brandon will be Friday at II
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will
officiate. Singers will be Todd and Sheila Walker. Paullbearers will
be Kelly Crouse. Eric Gibson. Trent Gibson, Ted Lovett, Tommy
Boggess and John Miller. Burial will follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens. Visitation was at the funeral home from 4 to 8
p.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice. MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071 or
Romania Orphanage Fund. Glendale Road Church of Christ. 1101
Glendale Rd.. Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Blandon. 85. Airport Road. Murray. died Monday. Dec.
22, 2008. at 6:20 p.m. at her home.
A member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. she had retired
from Food Service of Murray City Schools.
Preceding her in death were her husband. James W. Brandon,
died Jan. I. 1998; one daughter. Anita Carolyn Crouse, died May
2002; one sister. Juanita Cohoon; and two brothers, James Futrell
and William Hunter Futrell. Born Jan. 7, 1923, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the late Joe W. Futrell and Suella Evans
Futrell.
Survivors include one daughter, Margaret Gibson and husband.
James. son-in-law. Elvin Crouse, and sister, Wilma Sims and husband. Joe, all of Murray; five grandchildren, Kelly Crouse and
wife. Laura. Tammi Blalock and husband. Robert. and Eric Gibson
and wife. Thenia. all of Murray. Trent Gibson and wife. Ashley.
Eddyville. and Jayme Gibson. Nashville. Tenn.; 10 great-grandchildren. Carrie and Emily Crouse. Grayson. Tyce, Abby, Neely and
Kade Gibson. Conner and Sammy Blalock, and Heather Blalock
McConnell; one great-great-grandchild, Cora McConnell; several
nieces and nephews.

Madoff investor
found dead of suicide
By ADAM 601 )MAN
and TOM HAYS
Associated Press Writers
NEW YORK (AP) — The
founder of an investment fund
that lost $1.4 billion with
Bernard Madoff was discovered
dead Tuesday after committing
suicide at his Madison Avenue
office, marking a grim turn in a
scandal that has left investors
around the world in financial
ruin.
Rene-Thierry Magon de la
Villehuchet was found sitting at
his desk at about 8 a.m. with
both wrists slashed, New York
Police Department spokesman
Paul Browne said. A box cutter
was found on the floor along
with a bottle of sleeping pills on
his desk. No suicide note was
found.
De la Villehuchet was one of
several fund managers to be hit
hard in Madoff's alleged 550
billion
Ponzi
scheme.
Investment funds that lost big to
Madoff are also facing backlash
and investor lawsuits for not
protecting their clients from the
alleged fraud.
It is not immediately known
what kind of scrutiny de la
Villehuchet was facing over his
Minion' losses through his
Access International Advisors.

located a couple of blocks from
Rockefeller Center.
But on Monday night. he told
cleaning crews in his building
that he wanted them out of his
office by 7 p.m. because he was
going to be working late.
Workers returned Tuesday
morning and found the door
locked. He was later discovered
dead at his desk, with a garbage
can placed near his body to
apparently catch the blood.
Browne said.
De la Villehuchet was a prominent investor who came from a
long line of aristocratic
Frenchmen. with the Magon pan
of his name referring to one of
France's most powerful families.
His fund enlisted intermediaries with links to the cream of
Europe's high society to gamer
clients. Among them was
Philippe Junin. a French businessman and friend who is thc
former husband of Princes.
Caroline of Monaco.
De la Villehuchet, the formei
chairman and chief executive
Credit Lyonnais Securities USA
was also known as a keen sinli,.
who regularly participated I!
regattas and was a member
the New York Yacht Club.

Give a nke vartri weimme-to
.the new ~liter of our family.
, Get the adike and personal attention you deserve
Willis Insurance Inc.
Brian Epperson
sr.an@WIllis Insurance corn
20, N 5th Si Murray
Murray, K Y 42071
12701 753-94E6
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Elmo Underwood
Thc funeral or Elmo Underwood was Tuesday at
p.m. in the chapel of Hombeak Funeral Home.
Fulton. Ky. Burial was in the Clark Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Cumbethuld Ptrsbytenan Church, 11159 Parker R
South Fulton, TN 38257.
Mr. Underwood,89. South Fulton. Tenn., died Saturday. Dc,.
2008, at 1:50 p.m. at Parkway Regional hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II. he was a 45-year member of
the VFW Post #3838 in Cape Girardeau, Mo.. where he had lived
for some 20 years before returning to the South Fulton area in 1973.
A retired salesman, he was a member and former elder of
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, South Fulton.
Preceding him in death were his wife. Ruth Babb Underwood,
one daughter, Sandra Slezittski, one brother and two sisters. Born
Oct. 17, 1919. in Graves County. Ky.. he was the son of the late
George Arthur Underwood and Ida May Willie Underwood Neely.
Survivors include one daughter. Rita Mitchell and husband,
William. Fulton; two stepsons. Bill Hobson. Phoenix. Ariz.. and
Ray Ham, Atkins. Texas; three grandchildren. Ben Mitchell.
Murray, Ky., Morgan Mitchell, Knoxville. Tenn.. and Steve
Slezinski. Fort Gratiot, Mich.: seven stepgrandchildren; three greatgrandchildren; two stepgreat-grandchildren; one niece; four
nephews.. one sister, Jackie Armbruster, Fulgham.

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Virginia Burkeen
the funeral tor Mrs Virginia NI. Burkeen was today (Wednesday
at II a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Rev. Kendrick Lewis officiated. Pallbearers were Ronnie. Josh.
Jordan and Aaron Burkeen. Jim Kelly and Mark Russell, active;
members of Temple Hill United Methodist Church Adult Sunday
School class, honorary. Burial was in the Temple Hill Cemetery.
Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Burkeen. 86. Murray. died Monday. Dec. 22. 2008. at 5:54
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was married Aug. 29. 1942, to Aaron Burkeen, who died Dec.
30, 1983. Born April 25, 1922. in Calloway County. she was the
daughter of the late Hoyt and Vida Marshall Cleaver. Her stepmother, Dommie Cleaver, also preceded her in death. She was a member
of Temple Hill United Methodist Church.
Survivors include one daughter. Patricia Burkeen and husband.
Jimmie. and one son. Jerry Burkeen and wife. Rita, all of Murray;
three sisters. Datha McCallon. Kirksey, Vivian Humphreys.
Nashville. Tenn.. and Peggy Dooms. Paducah; one brother. Hoyt
Cleaver Jr. and wife, Kathryn, Almo; four grandchildren. Ronnie
Burkeen and wife, Lisa, LaVonda Russell and husband. Mark, and
Aaron and Cameron Burkeen; five great-grandchildren: one greatgreat-grandchild.
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Photo provided
LEARNING ABOUT SHARING: Carolyn Shown's fifth grade
students at Murray Middle School bought games to help Julie
Stone with Murray Tiger Christmas. Shown said she thinks it
is important for students to know about sharing and helping
others so they don't exchange gifts in the classroom, they
shop for others. The students all had big smiles when Stone
came to collect the games. The students helped her load her
van and fell good about their good deed. Pictured is Ms.
Stone with Ms. Shown's students.

Whitfield pays holiday visit
to twops frail, Afghanistan
VvAsHINGI UN
U.S.
Representative Ed Whitfield
I Ky.-01) traveled to hag and
Afghanistan this week to visit
with U.S. troops stationed
abroad and survey the situation
on the ground.
—Traveling to !rag and
Afghanistan and visiting with the
incredible men and women scr‘ ing in the United States military
has been a profound expenence
that has left me with a deep sense
of gratitude. pride and hope,"
Whitfield said. -It is because of
their efforts that 300 million
Amencans and countless others
across the globe will be able to
celebrate the holidays with their
families, free from fear and war.
The sacrifices they and their
families have made deserve
nothing less than our unwavering
support, deep respect and most
sincere thanks."
Whitfield traveled to Iraq and
Afghanistan as part of a
Congressional
Delegation
ICODELE departing on Friday.
Dec. 19, with fellow members of
Congress and other elected officials. During the trip. Whitfield
met with military leaders, visited
key sites and cities and dined
with soldiers from across the
country.
While in Iraq. he spoke to U.S.
and Iraqi government and military officials about the current
state of Operation Iraqi Freedom
and the political progress being

Made Ell the country. TheCongressman was scheduled to
travel to al-Asad Airbase to visit
with marines before visiting the
Small Business Development
Center in Nasiriyah. The center
was established in February
2008 to pros ide Iraqis with the
training necessary to establish
their own successful businesses.
Whitfield was to travel to.
Kabul. Afghanistan next where
he would speak to Afghani political leaders regarding OperationEnduring Freedom and visited:
with more soldiers. The CODEL:
was scheduled to conduct a visitto a recent project completed by
the National Solidarity Program
(NSP). NSP is a massive effort
by the government to reach rural
communities across Afghanistan
and address their needs. About
13 million rural people in all 34
of Afghanistan's provinces have
benefited from improved water.
roads and other small infrasuuc-.
ture
, panilects as a result of this
program.
Whitfield noted that while
Operation Enduring Freedom
and Iraqi Freedom are not yet
complete. U.S. troops continue
to make progress on the ground
in Iraq and Afghanistan every
day.
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Going On Vacation?
Need A Break?
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respite care.
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Local county offices will
be closed for two days

oeroice Xews
Army National Guard Staff
Sgt. Howard W. Duncan has
returned to the 438th Military
Police Company.. Murray. Ky..
after being deployed to an
overseas forward operating base
in support of Operation Iraqi
Freedom.
Operation Iraqi Freedom is
the official name given to military operations involving members of the U.S. armed forces
and coalition forces participating in efforts to free and secure
Iraq. Mission objectives focus
on force protection. peacekeeping, stabilization, security and
counter-insurgency operations
as the Iraqi transitional governing bodies assume full sovereign powers to govern the
peoples of Iraq.
Members from all branches
of the U.S. military and multinational forces are also assisting in rebuilding Iraq's economic and governmental infrastructure, and training and
preparing Iraqi military and
security forces to assume full
authority and responsibility in
defending and preserving Iraq's
sovereignty and independence

Canoed), County Circuit Court Clerk's
°Mee will close at noon today, Christmas
Eve, and wit be cloced Christmas Day mid
Friday, according to Linda Avery, circtht
:44
courthico
lenrdka.y.The office will reopen at,.
am

lo's
Datebook

By Jo Burkeen Poplar Spring plans service
A Christmas Eve service will be at Poplar
Community
Spring Baptist Church tonight (Wednesday)
Editor
at 9 p.m. Special guests will be Tom it'd
Beata Baker who will lead the service. The public is invittd.
Photo provided
STUDENT AWARDS: Murray Elementary students earn a gold tag when they have received
10 tiger tags for going above and beyond the Guidelines for Success. Janet Caldwell, principal, Caldwell presents them to students on the 'Tiger Cub News program each morning.
Receiving the award for Dec, 15— 18 were,from left, first row, Ethan Alverson, Kade Gibson,
Emily Dawson, Garrison Kelly, Halley Smith,Hannah Triplett; P2- Addison Miller, Jamera
Jones, Johnathan Oltman, John Humphrey Michael Seavers and Reed Harrell; second row,
P2- Kameryn Key, Alexia Blankenship, Mallory Moore, Cole Wells and Sean Shelton; P3- Ian
Jett, Bethany Moore and P4- Than Thawainin, Gillian Page, Jacob Gowen and Bradley Lamb.
Not pictured is Addison Miller.

Shelby Blalock
named as
Rotary Student
of the Month

•See Page 7A

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

What does your holiday going habits say
about sou^ Tracy Town. PhD who studies
mutations behmd our purchases say s that
what we pick and glue exposes our own personality traits
If you always grin !pOlit pet a present
you're a selfless rebel I'm hate an independent and selfless spirit
Are you a super early shopper' Then you
are int entite supet-sniartte' You're practical
and intentite
It you hke to make oui pa,twee, look
beautiful you're a percepute people person.
The best part of gluing for tou is the emotion
&plated Ist the recipient lit your gilt when
they see it
If you prefer to glue homemade gifts —
you re a multifaceted go-getter
II yOU're a last minute shopper — you are a
Ieailess nsk taker You're a tree spint and
you throe on stress
Whales er your gift going personality we
are sure to hate something for eseryone on
your list
Vie base J store-wide sale going on 2060% oft all tall and winter - excluding
Bnghton
Vie do hate a lot of great Brighton Jewelry
that is beautiful and unique a, well as Stethng Ater
DK Kelley. Lily and the girls wish you all
the Joy of the season and Merry Chnstmas to
all Thank you tor your business and support
Congratulations to Amber Clinton who
won the dour pnze last Fnday
Vie will be open Christmas Hue for the last
minute shopper.
loin us Fnday for our Alter Chnstmas Sale'
Sim hood r, 'lett neck's fun it fashion
noon?

Photo pcovided
AWARD WON: Calloway County Middle School studen
Darrah Clark, seated, won an "Award of Excellence: First
Place" in the Kentucky Center for School Safety poster contest. The theme of the poster contest was "Vote for School
Safety." Also pictured are Heather Duffy, art teacher, and
Karen Garland, safety officer at CCMS.

& Gifts
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No Matinees on Christmas Day
Matinees will resume on Friday
December 26th
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Shelby L. Blalock has been
named the Rotary December
Student of the Month for Murray High School. Selected by
faculty members. Blalock was
recently recognized for this
honor at a Rotary meeting.
A MHS senior who was
chosen by her classmates as
"Most Involved," Blalock says
she feels extremely blessed to
be chosen as this month's
Rotary student. I have had so
many wonderful opportunities
in my life, and enjoy everything that I do. I am so thankful to have so many great people in my life, and to receive
such a wonderful honor."
Blalock's four-year memberships in Future Business
Leaders of America (FBLA),
Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Key Club and a Student
Council Representative (secretary this year). allows her to
juggle these extra curricular
activities with her Advanced
Placement(AP)Classes: French
IV, Government and Politics.
and English IV. She said
"Everything I do is because I
enjoy it. I chose to take honors and AP classes because I
wanted to take advantage of
my high school career, and
wanted to learn as much as
possible in just four years."
An aspiring pharmacist who
plans on attending Murray State
University, Blalock is also an
accomplished
seven-year
pianist. "The key factor to my
life is organization." she
explained. "I have a planner that
indicates where I need to be
and when. I also have to allow
myself extra time for homework
and studying."
A first and second place
regional and state foreign language festival recipient. Blalock
said French is one of her
favorite classes. -My favorite
category in the Foreign Lan-

• Open 9-5

•See Page 7A

aCe-of Murray

Goshen plans service
The choir of Goshen United Methodist Church will presou
a cantata, 'The Christmas Light," tonight (Wednesday) at:8
p.m. Communion will also be served. The public is invit.Cd.
The church is located a 4726 Ky. 121 North in the Stella
community.

South Pleasant Grove plans event
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will offer
candlelight and Christmas music in the sanctuary tonight
(Wednesday) from 7 to 9 with a come as you are service
where you can sit in silence and meditate. Holy communion
will be served.

First Presbyterian plans event
First Presbyterian Church will have a Christmas Eve can
dlelight communion service tonight (Wednesday) at 7 at the
church.

Public Library lists closings
Calloway County Public Library will be closed Christrm
Eve and Christmas day.

Oaks Country Club plans event
Oaks Country Club will host a New Year's Eve Party on
Wednesday. Dec. 31, from 8 p.m. to I a.m. at the club house.
Members and non members • all must be 21, are welcome to
help bring in the New Year. Appetizers and set-ups will be
provided. A DJ. will be present. Persons may prepay at the
pro-shop at $20 per couple and $10 per person. Tickets at the
door will be $25 per couple and $15 per person. For more
information call the pro-shop at 753-6454.

Murray Singles plan dance
Murray Singles Organization will sponsor a New Year's Eve
Dance on Wednesday, Dec. 31. from 7:30 p.m. to 12:30 p.m.
at the Joe Creason building, Benton. Dancing will be from 8
p.m. until 12:30 a.m. with DJ Brad Huntley providing the
music. The cost will be $7 per person. Each one is asked to
bring a snack to share. The Murray Singles will provide coffee and soft drinks. For more information contact Mary Beth
at 436-5116. Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-9723.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

CCHS Football banquet planned
Calloway County High School Football Team will hold its
2008-2009 banquet on Saturday. Jan. 10, at 6 p.m. in the large
ballroom of the Murray State University Curris Center. The
cost will be $15 per person and all reservations are due to
Football Coach Josh McKee' by Friday. Jan. 5. For more info,
mation call Coach McKee! at 762-7374. ext. 114.

City lists closing days
City of Murray offices will be closed at noon today, Christmas Eve, and will reopen on Friday. Dec. 26. If you have
an emergency contact the Murray Police Department at 7531621 or 911.

Darnell has Christmas Village
Darnell's C'hristmas Village is located in a house by the
home of Prentice and Ethelene Darnell, 1014 Peach Orchard
Rd., located off Ky. Hwy. 121 North. If persons were unable
to attend the opening, call 753-2361 or 293-0903 for an appointment.

Cookbooks available
"Celebrating 100 years with Recipes & Remembrances," the
limited-edition 100th anniversary Murray Woman's Club cookbook featuring favorite recipes of club members, is available
for $14 at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.

Adult Day Care available
Easter Seals West Kentucky Adult Day Care is now accepting individuals on the new Michelle P. Waiver Program for
people with developmental disabilities or mental retardation.
Centers are located at 2229 Mildred St., Paducah, and 88 Cornmerce Dr., Benton. For more information on this new pro
gram, call Susan Suttle RN at 1-270-442-2001.
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Upcoming Events
Dec. 24

Devotional with Brother Walker

Dec. 25

Christmas Day with Family and Friends

Dec. 26

Idioms

Dec. 29

Wii Bowling

Dec. 30

Chuck Hamann the One Man Band

Dec. 31

Bingo

Wishing Our
Customers
'C? Neighbors
d 7er), Happy
if
Season!

Primary Care plans promotion
Primary Care Medical Center Team for Relay for Life has
cookbooks for sale with proceeds to the team. They are avail
able at Primary Care or call Wendy Joyce at 759-9200.
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All Christmas Items

Birthdays
Rex Houston
Mary Holland

The Calloway County offices and the
courthouse will close at 2 p.m. today, Chrtillma.s Eve. adn will be closed on Christmlis
Day and Friday, according to County Judke
Executive Larry Elkins.
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Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Scott Brown

Mr. and Mrs. Peale in 1948

• Emily Caroline Collins and Aaron Scott Brown were married on Saturday. Oct. 25. 2008, at Kirksey United Methodist
Church, Kirksey. Bro. Kendrick Lewis and Bro. Mark Earhean
officiated at the ceremony. Music was provided by Susie Scott
of Mayfield.
The bride is the daughter of David and Mary Collins of
Mayfield.
The groom is the son of Terri Brown of Calvert City.
The bride chose Susan Collins of Louisville as her maid of
honor.
Bridesmaids were Randee Collins of Mayfield and Rachel
Brown of Clarksville. Tenn.
The groom chose Leo Pratt of Russellville as best man.
Groomsmen were Jeremy Davis of Madisonville, and Chris
Day ot Collierville, Tenn.
Ushers were Dave Ahnquisi of Nashville, Tenn., and Jeff
Rizzo of Louisville.
A reception followed the ceremony in The Murray Room
of the Murray State University Regional Special Events Center in Murray.
The guest register attendant was Kelley Smithmicr of Benton.
The bride is a 1999 graduate of Graves County High School
and a MB summa cum laude graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor of science degree with an area in
accounting/finance. She is employed as an accountant with
Extell Financial Services in Louisville.
The groom is a 1999 graduate of Marshall County High
School and attended Murray State University, where he was a
member of the Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity. He earned his
master's degree in civil engineering in 2007 from the University of Louisville J.B. Speed School of Engineering. He is employed
as a design engineer by CPI Supply. Inc. in Jeffersonville, Ind.
The couple is residing in Louisville.

Eugene and Rubena Peal of Hazel celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary
on Tuesday. Nov. 25, 2008.
They were married on that date in
Murray with Rev. Myrtle Wallace officiating. Their witnesses were Edwin and

Mr. and Mrs. Peale in 2008
Virginia Stalls.
Their children arc Donnie and Wanda
Peal and Rick and Debbie Clendenen. all
of Benton.
Their grandchildren are Richic and Jenny
Clendenen of Benton, Landon and Renee

Owen of Paducah, Chris and Brandi
Haynes of Murray, and Alisha Peal of
Benton.
Their great-grandchildren are Trey Clenderien of Benton and Kyndal Owen of
Paducah.

•Blalock ,..
From Page 6A

Shelby Blalock

guage Festival is the game category. It's a group project. and
my friend and I have been
competing in that category for
three years now. It's a lot of
fun because not only do we
get to use French. but we get
to create design and make the
whole game from scratch."
A 2009 Character Counts
representative. Blalock said
character defines a true Murray High School student in
numerous ways. "A Murray
High Tiger is someone who is
respectful, hard working. caring, and honest. They also
care for others, take time to
show their appreciation, reach
beyond their goals and always
try their best."

Blalock said as incoming
freshmen prepare to enter Murray High School. she would
recommend becoming involved.
"Getting involved provides the
chance to meet amazing people. as well as do something
you love. Also, staying focused
is important, as it will allow
ow to gain the characteristics
of working hard and being
independent."
A past Muscular Dystrophy
Association volunteer and a
National Young Leaders Conference in Washington. D.C.,
Blalock said high school can
be a positive. learning and
rewarding experience. "Getting
involved gives one the chance
to meet amazing people, as
well as doing something one
loves. Staying focused allows
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one to gain the characteristics
of working hard and being
independent."
Blalock is the daughter of
Dr. Richard Blalock, Murray.
and Darlene Compton. Paris.
Tenn.

.Service ...
From Page 6A
a,
. a democracy.
Duncan is a motor sergeant
with 18 years of military service.
He is the son of Martha
A. Wilson of Murray.
The sergeant is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School, Murray.
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Just married Fort
Campbell m)idier
dies in Iraq
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)
— The family of a Fort
Campbell soldier who died
Saturday in Iraq had just celebrated his wedding to another
soldier earlier this month in
Alabama.
The Defense Department said
Monday that 25-year-old Staff
Sgt. Jonathan W. Dean of
Henagar. Ala.. died Dec. 20 of
injuries suffered in a noncombat
related incident in Tikrit, Iraq.
Pam Dean, his stepmother,
said Tuesday that the family had
just dropped him off at the air-

port to return to Iraq on Dec 14
and he had only been in !rag
three days before his death.
Dean and his wife. Staff Sgt
Anne M. Dore, were married on
Dec. bin Alabama. His wife was
also deployed, but has returned
for the funeral service.
He was assigned to the 561st
Military Police Company. 716th
Military Police Battalion. 101st
Sustainment Brigade. 101st
Airborne Division. The militar
says the circumstances surrounding his death are undei
investigation.

PSC questions financial
viability of power co-op
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Public Service
Commission has raised questions about the financial viability of East Kentucky Power
Cooperative Inc.
The PSC ordered East
Kentucky Power this week to
pay for a review that will look
for ways to improve its management because of worsening
financial problems. The problems are partly the result of
unscheduled shutdowns at its
generating plants. The utility
has to purchase replacement
power each time a plant shuts

airrakarLai4 WITH PAMILYTALK

$999..
GET UNLIMITED TEXT, INSTANT.
110I PICTURE.
AND VIDEO MESSAGINE.,

down.
PSC spokesman Andrew
Melnykovych
said
East
Kentucky power is owned by 16
rural electric cooperatives that
serve about 500,000 customers
in 89 counties.
The PSC said in a written
order that it can't "turn a blind
eye to a situation which does not
appear to be getting better."
Melnykovych said the agency
will select an independent consultant to review East Kentucky
Power's management and recommend changes.
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Kentucky man among
victims in Texas shootings
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) A
Kentucky truck driver is one of
the two people killed by a freeway gunman in Texas.
Lexington trucking company
president Dennis Tolson said
42-year-old William Scott
Miller of Frankfort had just
unloaded a shipment in Dallas
and was on his way to park his
truck and fly home for
Christmas to be with his wife
and two daughters.
Dennis Tolson, president of
Vincent Fister Inc., called

Miller's death tragic.
Miller, an independent contractbr, had worked exclusively
for Vincent Fister for the past
year and a half, using his own
truck to pull United Van Lines
trailers across the country.
Tolson called Miller was a
good man and a safe driver
Tolson said that showed in
Miller's final act, bringing the
18-wheeler to a stop after he
was shot, preventing possible
collateral damage or injuries
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suspended over spending
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LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — The
executive director of Lexington's
Blue Grass Airport has been suspended indefinitely while officials
review his spending practices.
The airport's attorney. Tom
Halbeib, said recent media reports
raised questions about executive
director Michael Gobb's expenses.
"the airport board intends to
continue its ongoing review of
these questions and to cooperate
with the Auditor of Public
Accounts,- he said.
The Lexington Herald-Leader

RedioSisack_

published articles last month that
showed Gobb spent more than
$200,000 for trips and other
expenses from January 2006
through March 2008. The newspaper also surveyed travel and training expenses at other airports with
similar passenger counts and
found Gobb's expenses surpassed
all of them.
Halbeib said Airport Board
Chairman Bernard Lovely met
with airport staff Tuesday morning
to give them the news.
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Art guild donates to rehab unit
Special to the Ledger
Ms. Emily Wolfson has lived in Murray since
1958. She was a Professor of Art at Murray State
University and shares a love for the community
and Murray State University.
Earlier this year. Wolfson was diagnosed with
degenerative disk disease and sustained a spinal
compression fracture. Another recent fall resulted
in an admission to Murray-Calloway County
hospital. While in the hospital, her niece was
given information about Acute Inpatient Rehab
and decided to begin the referral process. After
completing the referral process. Wolfson was
admitted to Acute Rehab where she began physi.al, occupational and speech therapy.
While in acute rehab, Ms. Wolfson received
herapy for three hours each day. After completing
10 days in the program, she was able to return
home with the assistance of Murray Hospital's
Home Health services.
"I think it's terrific that Murray has a rehabili-

tation program and I appreciate how well it Wit,
run. said Mrs. Wolfson. The therapists really
helped me with a program that fit my needs"
During her stay in the Acute Rehabilitation
Unit at MCCH. Wolfson had a vision to brighten
the Acute Rehab Unit with new artwork. Wolfson
has always possessed a passion for an with painting and weaving being her most notable talents.
As a supporter of the Murray Art Guild, she proceeded to contact Debi Danielson at the guild.
Debi. with the assistance of Karen Mize-Harper,
turned Ms. Wolfson's vision into reality by creating beautiful pieces of contemporary fabric artwork. The artwork now hangs throughout the unit
and has added a touch of warmth for the patients.
staff, and visitors.
The Acute Inpatient Rehabilitation Unit is
located on the 4th floor of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information on Acute
Rehabilitation services, call (270) 762-1429.

PhOTO provided

TOY DONATION: Calloway County Chiropractic present toys to Murray Family Resource
Youth Service Center Coordinator Julie Stone and MHS The Den Coordinator Janeann Turner
representing Murray Independent Schools Tiger Christmas program. Calloway County
Chiropractic sponsors the program annually that includes donated toys and donations from
their patients as a way to give back to the community and lend a hand to those in need at
Chnstmas. With Stone and Turner are pictured left to right Dr. Blythe Peebles. Emily Shields,
Alt Hafford, Amanda Williams and Dr. Scott Foster.

Happy Holidays!

Photo provided

Karen Mize Harper arid Debi Henry Danielson of the Murray Art Guild stand next to a piece of
art donated to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

MCCH warns of cancer risks
Special to the Ledger
Smoking is the single biggest
..ause of cancer in the world,
.ind accounts for one in four
ancer deaths in the States.
Smoking is known to cause
around eighty percent of lung
cancer around the world. Within
Ihe United States, tobacco use
was responsible for nearly one
in five deaths or an estimated
438,0(X) premature deaths per
year from 1997 to 2001 and
thus, smoking kills five times
more people than road accidents. overdoses, murder, suicides and HIV all put together.
Nicotine: Many people
helieve that nicotine causes cancer but the fact is that it only
leads to addiction. Whenever a
person inhales cigarette smoke.
the nicotine present in the
smoke is rapidly absorbed into
the blood and its effect on the
brain is shown within seven seconds. In the brain, nicotine activates the same reward system as
to other drug abuse such as
cocaine or amphetamine, but to
a lesser extent. Nicotine acts on
this reward system and is
believed to be responsible for
drug-induced feelings of pleasure and, over time, nicotine
Iddiction. It also increases alert-

nes, and enhances mental performance.
Apart from nicotine, cigarette smoke contains around
4.000 different compounds.
many of which may cause cancer. In fact tobacco smoke contains about 70 different carcinogens or cancer-causing substances. When you inhale
smoke, these chemicals enter
your lungs and spread around
the rest of your body. Scientists
have shown that these chemicals
are mutagenic & can damage
DNA and change expression of
various genes which may lead to
cancer by making your cells
proliferate and multiply uncontrollably. No wonder, smoking
is the major cause of lung cancer and is also associated with
the increased risk for cancer of
the mouth, nasal cavities(nose),
larynx (voice box), pharynx
(throat), esophagus (swallowing
tube), stomach, liver, pancreas,
kidney, bladder, uterine cervix.
and acute myeloid leukemia.
Not all smokers get cancer:
Yeats of research has proven
that smoking causes cancer but
this doesn't mean that all smokers will definitely get cancer or
that all non-smokers won't. It
means that smoking greatly

insreases the risk ir1 caner
Smokers are, on average, much
more likely to get cancer than
non-smokers.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is moving towards a
Tobacco Free Campus effective
January 1.2009. For more information about the Tobacco Free
Initiative, contact the Marketing
Department at 270-762-1381.

The Calloway County Alliance
for
Substance Abuse Prevention
wishes you a safe, sober,
spiritfilled holiday season.
Sober,
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Daniels certified
The Certification Board of Group EECP Program, and has
Cardiovascular
Computed been in private practice since
Tomography (cBcc-r). a not 2003 in Mayfield. KY. Dr.
for profit organization estab- Daniels is now affiliated with
lished in 2007 to offer a prac- the Physician Specialists of
tice-based examination for prac- Murray located in the Medical
titioners to document their skills Arts Building at 480 West.
and knowledge in the field of
He is triple Board Certified
Cardiovascular
Computed by the American Board of
Tomography, is pleased to Internal Medicine, the American
announce that Tyrone Lee College of Cardiology. the
Daniels. M.D., F.A.C.C., passed American
Society
of
the certification examination in Echocardiography. Dr. Daniels
September 2008.
is a member of the American
"We are proud of the College
of
Physicians.
achievement Dr. Daniels has American Society of Nuclear
made in furthering his knowl- Cardiology, Association of
edge in cardiovascular comput- Black Cardiologists, and a
ed totnography. Continuing edu- Fellow of the American College
cation and certifications that our of Cardiology.
physicians' achieve improve the
Murray-Calloway County
quality of patient care provided Hospital would like to congratuhere at MCCH." said Keith late Dr. Tyrone Daniels for his
Bailey. CEO of MCCH.
recent honor in becoming Board
Dr. Daniels has served in Certified in Cardiovascular
many leadership roles including Computed Tomography. To
Chief of Medicine. Medical make an appointment with our
Director of Cardiology Services. new Cardiologist, Dr. Daniels,
Medical Director of the Heart call (270) 753-07(14.
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This season filled with joy and hope reminds us that we are indeed blessed
to be part of this great community. Your support of our hospital is
‘11fro,
never taken for granted and always appreciated.
We wish you a very Merry Christmas and a New
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
Year filled with health and happiness.
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
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PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
ERIC R PAYTON,ATKA ERIC
PAYTON TABAT'HA L PAYTON,

COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-67I-00441
CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC
PLAINTIFF

DEFENDANTS.

A tract of land located in the Southeast Quarter of Section 23. Township 3.
Range 3 East, and more particularly described as follows
Beginning at a point in the centerline of Kentucky Highway 299 and at the
Northeast corner of a tract of land now owned by Bob Dodson, thence, West 189
to a stake thence North 158 to a stake thence East 189' to the centerline of
said highway; thence South and along the centerline of said Highway 158' to the
point of beginning
There is excluded from this deed any right of way heretofore conveyed to the
State of Kentucky
This property is subject to all previously conveyed right-of-ways and easements
Grantors reserve a permanent r,ght of way easement over the dnveway located
on the North edge of said property, said driveway to be used for transporting
farm machinery from Kentucky Highway 299 to Grantors' farm located North
and West of the property herein descnbed (Easement as described in previous
deeds of record )
Except any interest in the coal, oil. gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in pnor conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil. gas and other minerals. If any
Being the same property conveyed to Eric R Payton, et ox. by deed from Billy
ti Sheridan, et ux dated January 30. 2007. of record in Deed Book 679, Page
739, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit balm of thirty(30)
days but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third (1/3( of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety. bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold sub
yect to the current ad valorem taxes
This Pith day of December, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 10, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88,622 03, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Wednesday. January 7. 2009. at the
hour of 1000 a.m . local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with Is address being 6738 State Route
94 West. Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows
A 0 483 acre tract, more or less. of land as surveyed by Allgood :surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, September 1993. located at the intersection of
Highway 94 and Jones-Sparkman Road approximately 7 mire west of the intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County.
Kentucky. and being more particularly described as followsBeginning at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land, said
point being a #4 relax set 30 00 feet north of the centerline of Highway 94 and
25.00 feet west of the centerline of Jones-Sparkman Road.
Thence, South 73 deg 1542' west. 141.39 feet with the north side of Highway
94 to a 04 mbar set at the southwest corner of the herein described tract of land,
Thence. North 00 deg 49 02" West - 173 16 feet with the Eugene Moore East
Property Line, Deed Book 160, Card 362. to a 04 rebar set at the northwest corner of the herein described tract of land,
Thence. North 88 deg 34' 47" east. 136 18 feet with the Dillard Hick, South
Property Line, Deed Book 168 Card 1350 to a *4 rebar set at the northeast corner of the herein described tract of land.
Thence, South 00 deg 43' 55* east - 135 81 feet with the wet aide of JoneaSparkman Road to the point of beginning
Ttna property is subject to all previously conveyed easements and right-of-ways
Note The acreage indicated in this legal description is solely for the purpose of
identifying said tract and is not to be construed as to insuring the quantity of
land
Being the same property conveyed to Floyd Turley and wife, Candice Thrley by
deed from Jerry,' West, et as .dated November 29,2005. of record in Book 628,
Page 39, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned poverty shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 1301
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 30i days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third (1131 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments( with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 129F per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall he
retained on the property as additional security Ali delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commisaioner, but the property shall be .1c1 subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 5th day of December, 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00342

TO: Unknown Heirs of Emus Carson and all other unknown persons who may
claim any interest in the subject matter of this action.
RE: Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action File No. 08-CI-00569 Captioned. Jackie
Canon and wife. Rwhela Carson. Plaintiffs vs. Unknown Heirs of Elmus Carson.
Defendant., arid Calloway County. Kentucky, Defendant.
PLAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE
DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 10, 20014 in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $124,043 80,1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky.
Ii, the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday. January 7. 2009, at the
hour of 10 00 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 10243 State Route
94 E. Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as followa
Beginning at a concrete corner in the East right-of-way line of Kentucky
Highway No 94 is 60 11 road also known as Eggner's Ferry Road/ said concrete
corner being 2031 58 feet in a Northerly direction along the East nght-of-way
line from the Northeast corner of the intersection of Ky Highway 94 and Spoon
t,rove Road (a 30 ft road also known as Turner Road or RH-1023r,
thence, with fence line. South 4 deg 01 minutes East 385 50 feet to the
Northeast corner of the tract owned by Mary Elizabeth Caldwell Robinson,

The undersigned attorney filed an action in the Calloway Circuit Court to notify the above identified individuals and all other unknown persons who may claim
any interest in the subject matter of thia lawsuit, that an action has been filed
regarding real property known as the following,
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the Comniunity of Kirkaey. County
of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Northwest Quarter of Section
25. Township 3, Range 3 East and PVA parcel no 020-0-0037. and being further
described as follows
Beginning at a 04 rebar w/cap #3175 riet at the southwest corner of the herein
described tract and the northwest corner of the Dean Stutesman property (deed
Book 326 Page 7416. said point being located approximately 59971 feet north of
the centerline of Kirkaey Almo Road ( Ky Hwy 4541 and 30 00 feet east of the centerline of Kirksey Road (Ky Hwy 299i,
THENCE along the east line of /Orkney Road, North 02 degrees 49 minutes 06 seconds East for a distance of 3.30 37 feet to a#4 rebar wicap #3175 net al the northwest comer of the herein drecnbed tract and the southwest corner of the
Christopher Murphy property !deed Book 614 Page 4320,
THENCE along the south line of the Murphy property. South 85 degrees 09 min
utes 44 seconds East for a distance of 514 34 feet to a 112' iron rod found at th,
northeast corner of the herein described tract and on the west hen of the Jeanno
Walker property (Deed Book 175 Card 19546,

thence, in a northwesterly direction (being approximately 263 feet along a line
approximately North SO degrees West; to, point in the East line of Kentucky
Highway No 94 at a point 282 79 feet in a Southerly direction from the concrete
(-comer which is point of beginning,

THENCE along the west line of the Walker property, South 02 degrees 01 ro
42 seconds West for a distance of 347 71 feet to a 1r4 rebar found at the solo
corner of the herein dencnbed tract.

thence, North 40 deg 11 minutes East 28279 feet to the point of beginning

THENCE along the north line of the Walker property. North 167 degrees 53 nonutre 59 seconds West for a distance of 88 44 feet to a #4 rebar found at the northemit corner of the Stutesman property.

Subject to all restnctiona, conditions and covenants and to all legal highways
and easements
Being the mime property conveyed to Earl Rogers and wife, Melanie Rogers, by
deed from Donald Eugene Robinson. et al , dated January 6, 2004, of record in
Book 569. Page 242 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on. cash or credit baste of thirty 1.(o
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commiasioner the sum of ten percent (10'3 of the bid amount and execute
bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, hearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within
thirty days A lien shall he retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the Comminiooner, but
the property shall be .1d subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This Pith day of December. 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE

VS NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 10, 2008. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $82.264 34. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday. January 7. 2009, at the
hour of 10,00 am.local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 4507 Kirkaey
Road. Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows

EARL ROGERS, MELANIE ROGERS.

LOCO
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

The Rank of New York Mellon Trust Company,
National Association. fka The Bank of New York
Trust Company, NA.. as Successor to JPMorgan
Chase Bank N.A. as Trustee,

CANDICE TURLEY. FLOYD TURLEY.

Deutsche Bank National Company. as Trustee for the
Certificateholders of Morgan Stanley ABS Capital Inc. Trust
2004-NC2 cJo Countrywide Home Loans. Inc
7105 Corporate Drive, Plano. TX 75024.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00430

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00353
.IPMORGAN CHASE BANK. N.A..

Luse
Nola

PAUL L. PATTERSON,A/KA PAUL PATTERSON,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY. FINANCE
AND ADMINISTRATION CABINET. DEFENDANTS
1-1, virtue of, Judgment and Order of'Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on November 24. 2008 in the above cause, to musty the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $78,918 34, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Wednesday. January 7. 2009. at the
hour of 1000•in . local time. or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County Kentucky, with its address being 6853 U S
Highway 641 South, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described
an follows
Commencing at. stake an the N.0 and St L. Railway Company right of way or,
the North side of. Mason's Crossing, thence in a Northerly direction along the
right of way of the N.C. and St. L. Railway Company for a distance of 253 feet io
an iron stake at the point of beginning; thence, in a Westerly direction for a distance of 360 feet to an icon stake in the right of way of the Hazel and Murray
Highway Highway No 641), thence, in a Northerly direction along the right of
way of the Hazel and Murray Highway iHughway 6411 for a distance of 110 feet
to an iron stake, thence in an Easterly direction for a distance of 360 feet to an
iron stake in the right of was of the N.0 and St. L. Railway Company, thence ie
a Southerly dinwtion along the N C and St L Railway Company nght of way
for a distance of I10 feet to the point of beginning
Except any interest in the coal. oil. gas and other minerals underly(ng the land
which has been heretofore eivnveyed or reserved in prior conveyances_ and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said real, oil. gas and (*her miner
ids if any
Being in all respects the name property conveyed to Paul L Patterson by deed
dated June 5, 2006, of record in Book 647, Page 490, in the office of the Clerk of
tike Calloway County Court
/*aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basic of thirty (30.
days. hut if wild on. credit of thirty (30( days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third (113)of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 120 per annum from the date of
sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty days A hen shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any. shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 5th day of December, 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Cinua Court
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Puryear, Tennessee
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at their own risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray
Ledger
8
Times, nor any of its
employees
accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities

YOUR AR WAR
NERI FOR
$75.00 A NOM
753-416

A Pans, TN manufactunng company seeks
a purchasing agent to
forecast matenal
requirements, purchase raw matehals
and packaging items.
expedite and follow up
with vendors, evaluate
prices. maintain appropriate inventory levels
rind vendor records.
approve and reconcile
invoices as needed
whike performing daily
and monthly tasks

,
ircua * *:
HOLLY DAY:•

*

* SOLUTION! * 1

aiiity
gift
A subscription to the • '
I

* 11
- LEDGER&TIMES *1
* Give
ll

I
I

Cial us we will be
-‘tted to help.

1

Home Delivery

Iliumncladoet-11 Times

.1' .alk•aau ,
6 mo.

I

270453-1916

&55.00

I

y,.............
.$105.00

6 mo
.....7...7.S6
"c
1113
1.00 1
I yr. .........-...$110.00 1

Rest of

lieic Wanted

KY/TN

All ()titer Mail
Subscriptions

isUI,V a at. hareA •

THENCE along the north line of the Stutesman property, North 87 degrees 05
minutes 45 seconds West for a distance of 4.6039 feet to the point of beginning
Together with and subject to covenanta, easements and restrictions of record
This tract contains 4 026 acres according to a survey by VI. Associates on July 9.
2004
The Plaintiff in this artion asserts that he ia the owner of the property and that
any rights( you may have in the property should be terminated
Unless a defense or answer to the lawsuit is made by you on or before January
13, 2008. a judgment by default may be granted against you Copies of the complaint can be obtained from the Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court, Calloway
County Judicial Building, 312 North 4th Street. Murray, KY 42071
Ricky A Lemlun, Esq
304 North 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
1270)753-1737
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF

3 me
6 oso
I yr..........

SPEEDWAY
at
5
points is now hiring
management
staff
Competitive salary and
benefits Apply at 801
Coldwater Rd.
GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the following position:
RN/LPN- Full time,
Mon-Fn, 10p-6a.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
.
person at Green Acre,
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St.. Mayfield.
KY 42066

I

Cheek

$7030
$90.00

it

3
6 roo...............996.00
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

MA'

Name
I St. Address
I
City _1
I State
I

_ Zip

Daytime Ph..
Mail this coupon with payment to:

I.

Murray Ledger & Times
Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916
•

L I Imes

CLASSIFIEDS

Storrs) Ledger & Times

Callowa)(;-den/Ex Downs
Apartments

(AA) Government Funds available
for let time buyers who own land
or have family land!

I CO5 Diuguid Dme • Murray, la 42071
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
l'ISIRT OF Jt'i4TIo6
cALL0WAY tURdt'IT cOl'RT
Action No OA-CI-09333
CHASE HOME FINANCE. Lit',

PLAINTIFF.

VS NOTICE OF SALE
CRYSTAL CAMFIELD,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the I'alloway
Circuit
Court on November 10. 2008, in the above cause, to
satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $67.517 04. I shall
proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County
Kentucks
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Wednesday.
January 7. 2009. at the
hour of 10 00 am , local time, or thereabout, the following
deacnbed property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 702 Sycamore
Street, Murray KY 42071. and being more particularly dearrihed
.
followa
Sixty feet off the East of Ian No 20 in Clutivies Heights Subdivision to the
City
of Murray. Kentucky. as shown by plat in Deed liosla 6.5 Page NO in
the t.efiet
of the Calloway County Court
This Lot is 60 feet East and West by 140 fret North and waith
Except any interest in the coal oil. gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore ninveyed or reserved in pnor conveyances and all
nghta and easements in favor of the estate of said coal oil. gas and other minerals, if any
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Crystal Caulfield by deed
from Lou Vena McGary-Hitzler, et vIr, dated October 1. 2007. of record in Book
716, Page 545, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit hams of thirty 130,
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty iIOi days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the f'ommisaioner one-third ill) of the purchase pnce and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in hien equal installments with
good and sufficient surety. beanng interest at 124 per annum from the date of
gale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A hen shall be
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, it any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold sob
yin to the current ad valorem taxes
uii
tot th,,
for
itucks
at the
perty

This 5th day of December 200s
Reepectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Re-Advent*omen t.
Assistant
Database
Administrator.
Information
Systems
D•partment.
full time non tenure iiack
to
position
begin
F ebruary
2009
Bachetor's degree in computer
science or related field regoired Oracle DBA
experience may be exchanged for the
Bachelor s degree requirements on a year-for
year basis
Minimuni one year of experience
with Oracle 9+ DBMS as an administrator
required One year experience with Linux and/or
Banner preferred
Must have strong oral and
written communication skills ability to work as a
member of a team
RiesPonsiblitliel Under
direction
of the
Manager
Applications
Development, support the institution's activities
related
to
configuration.
installation
maintenance and upgrades to the Operational
Data Store and other databases as required
ApplIcetton Deadline January 9th, 2009. To
Apply Send letter of application, resume, and
contact information for three references to
Chair. Assistant Database Administrator Search
Committee Applications Development Services
and Support. Information Systems Murray State
Universrty. 112 l&T Building. Murray. KY 420713347 Women and minonties are encouraged lo
Murray State University is an aqua
apply
education and employment opportunity. MEV.
4.4 employer

I

Articles
For Sabo

USED APPLIA044 Es
WASIDAELKINs

South 12th S.

(270)753-1713
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
1'40
Went to An

I

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

re land
d all
r mine?

deed
'leek of

2 BR, 2 BA apartment
per month. No
Pets, 293-5423.

The window of Heaven is open.
The angels can fly to and fro,
And those that I love can all gather.
And look down at Chnstmas below

CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray

For Chnstmas is special in Heaven.
God sent a present to me.
Chnstmas special in Heaven.
The love is so easy to see

I will warm up your soul during Chnstm.i'.
My love is a tire burning bright.
[lien my blanket of lose will surround you.
And keep you all through the night
On the brink of your Christina. morning
I'll be the star at the top of the tree
Shining my light on your teardrops
You'll see a reflection of me

11171

anufacy seeks
gent to
al
purenals
(tams,
)liow up
'valuate
n appro/ levels
ords.
Peonage
?tied
lig daily
sks

- -•

e
*

all

135.00
163.00
110.00

laill
ins
175.00
196.00

145.00

SIC

a

then as the gifts are opened.
With the children encircling the hearth.
Look deep in their little faces.
Their kisses will be from my heart
For the window of Heaven is open.
My love pours out so tree.
And those that I love can all gather,
And look up to /Teases at me
To my Family & Friends
Merry Christmas
Shannon
6/14/75-8/5/97

rct-T-w
The successful candidate will be an individual of high integrity
with a strong work
ethic who enjoys working in a fast-paced
department College
degree in business
and minimum four
years experience in
purchasing or an
equivalent combination
of education and expenonce Should be
familiar with a variety
of manufacturing and
business concepts,
practices. and procedures

ntegnty. • Analytical
and problem-solving
skills • Strong
Microsoft Office and
math skills •
Experience with integrated accounting software / relational database a plus Email
resume to purchasng.positionagmail.co

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
nturrs ledger com,

USED motor oll pickup
Drum exchange
270-436-2215
150
Articles
For Sete
12' utility truck box
Lots of compartments,
condition
excellent
$2.850 270-293-6739
7X14 enclosed tandem
trl
rear door ramp,
condition,
excellent
elec brakes. $3.099.
293-6739
FIREWOOD
293-2487

Family
Flistotyfictoits
floss avaitabte f,

PtChnfial &

Cor.ltact
759-41438,
6r 753-2350
MOVING SALE'
2yr Seaty Queen bed
$300 obo
2 Bose speakers $150
obo Many other misc
items. 753-2951,
227-1590.
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
including
models
Sony's
XBR
Best
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up.
surround
custom
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc . cor•
tier of 8th and Arcadia
(270)753-7567

sou will be redirected
Skills and Abilities •
Working knowledge of
procurement concepts
and methodologies •
Ability to work with
senior management in
all areas of company •
Ability to multi-task,
accept a challenge
and responsibility. •
Good communication
skills, both written and
verbal. • Excellent
organizational and
time management
skills. • High professional and personal

tii johnetwork cote
By default,
Murray and 104.41 rtib
listings will appear on

cleaners,
VACUUM
bags. belts & Roses
Jerry Sporting Goods,
Mayfield

this website

,

Equipment
MOTORCYCLE lack
ets, boots. helmets &
saddle bags
Jerry
Sporting
Goods,
Mayfield.

FIREWOOD
Oak & Hickory
(618)841-0635
FIREWOOD
December Special
Buy 5 ricks get 1 free
489-2839 Or 293-8012

Home kV Sate I
**OWNER Finance”
check
No
credit
Singlewide
private
country setting close to
lake. 213 Primrose,
New Concord, KY
$34,900,,
$1,500
down. Call Rothe
270-753-2222
1996 Waverlee. 38R.
2BA. excellent condition 12701489-2525

NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

Apertrnents For Rent
1 & 2 bedroom Apts
available Walk
to
MSU. Laundry onsite
College Farm Apts,
978-1123
1 Bedroom apartment
Clean and owe All
appliances including
W/O No pets
(270)436-2524 Cell
(270)293-6906
I BR apt, venous toecations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
I BR, I BA all appliances $350 monthly
753-4219
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray,
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

website. not all listings
on the lobnetwoti cote
are placed through
the Murray Ledger

2BR Duplex, nicely
remodeled and furnished wood/ tile
floors, w'd $42500
489-2741
3 BR duplex Price
reduced
1st month
free to qualified applicant Coleman RE 7539898
3 BR, newly remodeled. C/H/A. no pets
Located on campus
behind Bradley Book
Co. $600 per month for
two. $675 for three
270-293,3710.
270-2934602
4 BR, 2 BA. all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898
BRAND new one bedroom in Hazel All new
appliances
provided
including Wd. Super
nice with large deck.
Water. sewer, trash
and all electric includ$550/mo
ed
plus
deposit.
No
lease
required. No smoking
within and no pets.
270-492-8211
BRICK. 28R. IBA
duplex in quiet residential
neighborhood.
Close to school and
hospital WD, C/HiA,
garage. out building.
spacious
backyard.
and 1 200 so ft semifinished upstairs Short
term lease available
$650 plus $400 depose
moves you in 607 Elm
St.. Murray. Available
1/05/09. 293-2797
I BR, PET FREE AND
SMOKE FREE NEAR
HOSPITAL
ONE
YEAR LEASE HARDWOOD
FLOORS
$325
226-8006
Large
apt
studio
above Bradley Book
Co on campus, newly
remodeled
1303
Chestnut
Street
$675/mo
includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710
LARGE, very nice 2
bedroom. I 112 bath
townhouse with all
appliances including
microwave and washer & dryer. $495/mo
(270)759-5885 or
(270)293-7085
NICE 2BR Duple*
apt Northwood Dr
00 mn 753 549,'

$4's

Ililldale %part mins

& Times Please call
us it you have any
the Murray area

26R duplex, nice,
C/H/A. appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898

TOP qualityconsignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

Howes cr. as a national

questions regarding

28R apt. partially furnished. some utilities
paid
no
pets.
$290/mo 767-9037

HEAVY gauge horse
stalls
feeders
2
fencers
Best offer
262-490-4692

is

'I will forever be with you.
Your side, I shall always be near.
And though you may not always see me.
In your heart I will always be

2 BR, 2 BA. No pets.
2209 Bambi Ln .
270-841-5653
270-376-2746

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
great deals
(270)761-7653

Inn Equipment

rty (30,
It with
with
oth
ate of
be
iy. shall
old sub-

2 Br duplex, nicely
remodeled and furwood/tile
nished.
floors. Wel $425
489-2741

$500

way on
the
3 feet to
,r a disarray
ight of
10 feet
Ito an
hence in
if way

The Place to Steil
•
ROD0911/804
,
-&
;
NTle`

lob listings Thank you
• (270)7511-1916

1800 Ridgewood- 2BR.
1 5BA, large closets.
carport. C/H/A $550
per month Lease and
deposit required No
pets 767-0884. 2269566

(270) 443-6737

Central Heat arid Air
Accepting Applications

Well Cart

Office Hours it a.m. - 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

CHilliVIS REAL
ESTATE
ADSTION
.o A Co,s.10. ita0 4-to

Cr

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
17C0 Lowe, Drum Murray. KY 42071

I:ill 705 4479..

99
Chrysler
LHS
white power sunroof
heated leather seats
garage kept like new
condition 129k miles
obo 759-1565
Or 210 2533

$5250

Now Available:

530

(Me Redmom -$350
No bedroom - $434
• free Cable • St asher/Dryet/Debssashel

[

C:3

4'mm h Ccramis lik • Cemral Heat A Sit
•

51..r.••• •-,t ear & Ione. 1 aor
kat Suttee
511 r...11 c•tatr ,s1.errorast here,
• .0,151 sr N. I ...lure lip,
rt es, n,ik,s 11
((causing 5.1
Ikea' to a,li a rias in, rrel.exe Irrniterron •rr
•on
Tr.".
rerr
Kew *es ban& er tontlim via
to or Mdiolld Imnpn or alter,
ran it,
an• st0' preter

Some restriction.. apply
Call Joy tor details
270-604-0650 MO 800-6411-6056

-rate lau. ?ores? Jesornination
•• the .ale rental or .id0
watt...tate
on won in
t..1tlition to !how pott,ted
.tnJer federal lao
iVe sill Loos moth Accept ani
ddeertranx tor 11,14,4.1W a,hlkil
is not in nolanon ri the las 511
pervwe. an hen+, iniorrned
that all dwellings Aiello...Ian
asaitstale ls/1 an equal ieportu
rots !vv.

270-767-9111

newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Watei. sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!
Specializing in

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3beclr000n Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Ca! Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Weonesaay, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1-800-648-6056

For Nether as.i.tano as itt, (air
lloo•ing stsroising ovum
Inert, ,ontott \5 S t owe..
Ravi.. I' 5.111.1n) :1111s.0. 1110

NOW renting several
exceptionally nice,
large 1 bedrooms;
unfurnished ($350)
and newly constructed
4375 includes
microwave) All appliances including wash el, dryer, arid dishwasher Avallabilities in
December and
January 759-5885 or
293-7085
SMALL 1 BR apt
Available Dec
3rd
Water paid $265 per
month No pets One
person only 753-5980

2 or 3 BR houses nea
downtown
Murray
753-4109.
3 BR house, 2 BR
BR apt
house, 1
Yearly.
monthly
&
weekly rentals
270-474-8000
3 BR, C/H/A. newly
remodeled, no pets
1116 Fairlane $750
per month 293-3710.
293-4602
3 BR, very
Coleman RE
753-9898

C••00,1•11.1

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

4BR. 1E3A adiacent to
MSU $700/mo plus
deposit 436-5085

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insde climate contro
storage
.Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

•Rulkalbfailfeno
‹artainectios gabs,
*banned rs
arid Tenn

Ky

210,761-LAND 15263)

OWNER Finance'
No Credit Check,
IBA
3BR.
newly
remodeled, quiet country setting close to
lake
127 Tearose,
New
Concord
$59.900 $1 950 down
Call Ruthie 270-7532222.

Plop For
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753.2905.

BENTON Country
Club
new construction,
3BR 2BA, www whitestonecontractors corn
703-7308

293-1480
Retail Store in Hazel
2500 SF H- plus 960
SF porch
Really nice! Great for
antiques, restaurant
retail, etc.
270-492-8211

NEW Construction
Campbell Estate.
4BR, 2BA, many features. QUALITY BUILT
HOME AT A GREAT
PRICE. Call for appt.
293-9747 753-3966

Small offices and
office suites available.
Adjacent to MSU
5200 and up including
utilities, restrooms,
kitchen, conference
room & more Century
21 Barger RE
270 247-2421

New 2-4
Bedroom homes

in Riverfieki
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872

AEC registered
Bloodhound puppies
$350 270-748-5427
AKC, long hair
Miniature male
Dachshundpoppies
$150 753-7901 or
293-2477

Owner financing available 1704 Melrose.
24hr recorded information 800-986-2789-ext
2031 cebhornes corn
Direct line
270-804 1655
e i liv
Houses!
Stop Forecloeure
761-HOME

Hill Electric
Since 198e,
24 want saavtat
Res . Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All nibs big 01 small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal
Cleaning, hauling etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
funk & tree work
I A TO B MOVING
Local and

Horse Hay
$3 50 per bale
Clean grass hay,
slightly over ripe
(270) 559-1900
Leave message

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ATTIC Insulation blown
in Start saving energy
cost now Damn
293-1924
BARRY JAW
ELECTHOWS.
is:t000.i_tViderr
!Vivo*,

(270) 227-9212
BRUSH & Hammer
Painting,
fix-it's
&
repairs 436-2228
Complete
Handyman &
home repairs
for all home

Improvements.
1270) 994-5579

Auto Parts

270-293-5624

USED TIRES

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding,
firewood. Insured
489-2R1O

At S20
1110 tinted

Call 753-5606

1996 Chevy Blazer,
2dr. 4wd. all electric.
tinted windows, new
tires, excellent condition. $2.500 obo
227-4439

I

FREE
a.
uses)
,
Blew Sham *.ridnita 4s
,iea mO'sOs*I Mars
en Swap.en l'at namarei

Willy Vehicles
HAY for sale
Rye/ Timothy/ Org. Gr.
Sm sq bales $3.00
753-1287

ALL Carpentry
Constriction
*Homes •Remodeling
• Decks *Screened
Porches *Garages
•Rotter
•Sagging
Floors •Terrnite
Damage •Horne &
Mobile Home
Licensed & !nsured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353

761HOME.COM

13 1" 11, itch

Shih-Tzu pups
AKC/CKC, male.
female, 5200-300
270-251-0310

G&C
STORAGE and

1OXIO $2.5 101115 $A
(2701436-2524
12701 293-6906

A mOMTM
CALL 7534916

Fast Cash Offer

REGISTERED
Pomeranians. 8
months old $300
270-761-6149

JarL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Center of 121.. a Glendak

HERE FOR

ONLY $78.141

Call Bnan a

436-2858

PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a m -4 p.m. M-F

YOUR AD

I (270) 705-4156

DOG Obedience

AU sizes to
Ill your need,
Located b)
Frew radio station

753-1816 227-0611

long distance

BLACK female Shih
Tzu puppy $250
437-4875, 564-0899
A&F Warenousing
Near MSU S20-50
753-7668

1

LAM
LAWN SERVS(
Allnuriag, Mans.unng,
Lands.aping
teal Vat uuming
..atintar bon guaranteed

goner

Lots For Sete

nice

38R. IBA with garage
C/H/A in Hazel $550
per month plus last
month
&
security
References required
978-7441

S"c"C""d

COUIJI BE

Ion

1BR Brick. Carport, no
pets $335 00,Yno
293-6070

LARGE
SELECTION

cnbed

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(his' and two Bedithgll Ap.inments

I

1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great ioca
eon 1 year lease, 1
month deposit no pets
753-2905

WOOD splitter
731-496-8449

Zero down easy financing'

www.murraykyspartments.corn

320
Apadmente For Rent

24. 2110M • Ili

V3edotis4a, Illecemht-r

11‘1"dCws
03 Toyota CorollaLE.
really nice Call
293-0347

GUTTER
CLEANING
Gutter clrenkug
house
My
$1119 or less
Urreted time °on,
(270) 293-5170

SMUGHT

size

FREE to good home
(4) Australian
Shepherd mix puppies 8 wits old
270-753-3958

NEON BEACH Calhoon Construction,ut
FRE-ELicensed
MINI.STORAGE Estimates
FREE
and Insured
.AII Size Units
Available
wtslow Have
Climate Control

753-3853_

6StiMates

Additions. Drywall. Painting, Windows
Roofing. Decks, Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

flt • VI,edm•silax. I/et:ember 24. 2008

CI,MINIMS

Murray Ledger & limes

Sd Atilt 17 2009
10:00 OW

Absolute

1,3°d Aucti°4

JOE'S JOBS

11111114`11eld 1(41.

.!wtablnittitst.
R11401_4.1auf%.11,
ccoi:ot
- _
75.3.1:141• 227-50144

\1311Z0111, LOW

lb"N'llets (114)1/t

5.9M4Li

JONES
I ObPING
• •• ••• • .
i'elv8ed
,12-701451•1

,(2-70f/53-0355'

in 5 Timis Xi Combinations
ice iraves

ounty

a. e

arm

149160011811int
Cell For Detailed Brochure or Visit: www.harrisauctions.com
REAL ESTATE TERMS , Dowr Dil of Sale Balance in 30 days

I

1,s1 %I I
k.7t %I CTION

t iIAiIIs 1114RidanideTIONSIS *now
MAR116 BRIM R Atilliam is •
•
010411114.14MINVIIII(Alt011•AUCTIONIESTI:
• • • ***41161116141. WiTOITHIPP RetTIRIIMI •
,
.
i

110 •moptanutic I*1 4,12#41

Kr.

444741.,413

MP- Mal-43hit-

A 14Aller MAM -AMOMIMII
Pritteisionat Anateniter.r

7,717-4/177t),

ANNOUNCEMENTS
•DIVOFiCE
without
Children $95 Divorce
with children $95 With
FREE name change
documents (wife onlyi
and marital settlement
agreement Fast easy
and professional Call
1-888 789-0198
.One order. One check,
One smart mover Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250 For more information, contact the
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-2238821

BUILDINGS
•Steel Arch Buildings
Many sizes End of
year sale- Repos and
canceled orders' Will
sell for balance owed
Call for HUGE savings'
866-352-0716

Jan. lot 2009@10 dm
Triu Ja:•;C; Bake; Farm St. RI. 2422 & Stewart Rd.,

6

6

Mayfield. KY

ey-9,i

FOR SALE

in 7 Ttat Is & Combinations
Highly •roductive 1 able uraves ounty armland'
Good Building Sites on Stewart Rd
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ML Garage Doors
:nstallation repair and
:nainienance tor resi
decibel and commercial
door and openers
including dock levelers
and dock plates Call
270-293-2357

2'0, 83; 4304)
t212J 523 8456

MITAL OP
MURRAY
r Cealbreses Siam
Geroge Doer Service I
Repair
Olivier Greg ManelleM
(2701 293-$41W

kitchen. hot water
heaters, sheet rock
repair Call Danny
Paschall 492-8500
293-8156

O. New
Computer
Now!! Brand Name laptops & desktops Bad
or NO credit- No
Problem
Smallest
Weekly paymnnts aye
Its yours NOW- Call
1100840-5366

INSTRUCTIONAL
*AMERICAN

HEAVY

EQUIPMENT TRAINING
866-280-5836
NCCER ACCREDITED
Equipment Operator
Training located in
Kentucky
Applicants
may Qualify for available State Training
Dollars
Employment
Assistance
and
Inancing
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II \I I
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731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Horoscope

I

Times considers its
solaces reliable. but

(270)293-1999
usouvsLu•/Hsu.

Or

JOIN
*Attend College Online *DriverPTL
from Home' •Medical Today Company dnv'Business •Paralegal ers earn up to 40 cern
•Computers •Criminal 1/2 cpm increase every
Justice Job placement 60K miles Average
assistance Computer 2,800 miles/ week
CDL-A
available Financial aid
required.
if qualified Call 866- www.ptl-inc.corn Call
8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1 877-740-6262.
www CenturaOnline co
-Drivers- ASAP! Sign On Bonus 35-41 cpm
SPORTING/SPORTEarn over $1000 weekly Excellent Benefits
ING GOODS
Need CDL-A & 3 mos
•Gun Show' Dec 26.
recent OTR 877-25827,28 Fri 12-6, Sat 98782
www mellom
5 & Sun 9-4 Louisville
truck corn
Kentucky Fair & Expo
Center West Hall A & B *DriversMiles
&
Buy. Sell, Trade Info: Freight Positions avail(563I927-8176 Kenny able ASAP' CDL-A with
Woods Gun Shows, tanker required Top
Inc
pay. premium benefits
and MUCH
MORE,
•STAY AND PLAY at
Call or visit us online.
one of Kentucky's top
8 7 7 - 4 6 4 - 306 1
golf courses. Cherry
www oakleytransport.c
Blossom. Georgetown
om
Call
502-570-9489
about Stay and Play, •Excellent Equipment!
including
furnished Excellent
Pay!
townhome. golf for four Excellent Benefits' No
Felonies 1 yr OTR
TRUCK DRIVERS
experience Last three
HELP WANTED
years no accidents
Max 2 mov:ng viola*COL Class-A and B
tions 1-800-326-8889
training
located
in
•International
Truck
Kentucky
Applicants
may qualify for avail- Driving School located
able State Training in KY now enrolling stuDollars
Employment dents Class-A, CDL
Assistance
and training. Job assisFinancing
866-244- tance Financing to try
3644 TRUCK AMERI- to help everyone Start
working now! Call 888CA TRAINING
780-5539

THE Murray Ledger &

11111111
- DImavpird'
Home
ovsemo
en et
COMACIIII,la
SHINGLL & METAL
ROOFING EXPERTS
II(
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free esti
mates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

NEED floor, bath,

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

and!

Great Building Sites On Poyners Chapel Rd & Stubblefield Rd '
A Short Dove To Mayfield • Between Cuba & Winge !
Prom Mayffekt !Wimp Kw), 303 jJerrk Stewart Hwy Cuba #i1l ti Miles
Proceed .' MIIPS To Property Sirs Pasted!
Real Estate Tracts: Tract 1 •6 233 Acres Tract 2 • 9 514
Acres • Tract 3 • 9 387 Acres • Tract 4 • 6.878 Acres • Tract 527.861 Acres

Auction Held At The Sedalia

MARK HACKEL
MASONRY

inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are holtevar1 14) he reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

by Jacqueline Blear

HAPPY

BIRTHDAY
for
Friday. Dec. 26, 2008:
This year you will expenment
with
different
approaches.
Sometimes you will do nothing
and watch what goes on. Often
this behavior will unlock a triggered situation without you
doing anything. Other times you
will maintain a very strong
appearance and he a force to be
reckoned with. If you are single.
you might not want to hook up
with anyone until you really get
to know this person. More often
than not, these people don't
reflect the person they present. If
you are attached. much time
alone as a couple solidifies.
amplifies and cements your relationship. Let this closeness happen. CAPRICORN can trigger
you, as you have similar issues.

could be surprised by what
comes up
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Be mellow arid enjoy
what is happening with a child or
loved one Do remember that
you might have some errands or
a project to complete, whether
you want to or not. There is no
time like the present
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Though you might move
slowly, you are in great shape.
Listen to what is going on around
you Suddenly you feel renewed
and vibrant. Distinctive thoughts
earmark interactions volts a chfld
or new friend. Be ready to revise
your thinking.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might be led up and
tired. Investigate what is going
on around you You understand
much less than you think you do
Stay open. A profound change is
in the offing, be it at home or
The Stars Show the Kind of within yourself
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Be more playful Enioy
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
yourself. How you deal with
I -Difficult
someone could change radically.
How you lump in and establish
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
your
personal
boundaries
**** Read between the lines defines the relationship
and get to toe bottom of some
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
one's dissatisfaction Sometimes 21)
you don't have the control you **** You smile, and others
might want or need. Creativity discover that smiling
is contaflourishes, especially when you gious. Don't nix
a good thing,
are with a key friend
rather, enjoy it completely and
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
fully.
***** A partner might have a CAPRICORN (Dec.
22-Jan. 19)
difficult
time
letting
go. **** Though you are slow to
Understand how extremely inse- start, you are a veritable
terror
cure he or she might be. Look at once you get going. You
might
the big picture, and you'll come need to change your pace or do
out on top of your game. Know something very differently Once
that nearly anything is possible
you recognize the proper course,
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
you are A-OK
***** Others still dominate, AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
and for all practical purposes, **** How you deal with someyou would be a wise Twin to let one and the choices you make
them run the show. That will free have a lot to do with the quality
you up for a whole bundle of of the friendship that surrounds
other possibilities. Think posi- you. You might wonder what
tively and creatively.
would be best for you
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your ability to handle ***** Zero in on what
you
many different issues emerges want and be willing to change
once more. You might wonder
your direction or try something
why you are doing what you are different. Responsibilities might
doing. Slow down and consider
weigh on you. Delegate, grow
your options more carefully. You and understand your priorities.
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Noroscope
I1APPI

for
I)ec. 25. 2008:
Nov is a very special quality to
your nest y eat Nou finally feel
an easing tip linanc tally and
emotionally. Sou impht not realize hint:. much you do offer. but
4 111 \A ill he gisen feedback dial
is ill 11Clp you uuderstand. If you
are
y.ou will meet someone, perhaps simply going to the
hank If you are attached, the
two ol you would benefit front
Irequent romantic getaways.
Soon you will he acting like
newly weds! SAGI1TARIIIS
demonstrates then feelings more
often than not.
I he Stars Show the Kind of
Das You'll
e:
Dy nanut..
I-Positoe. 1-Asetage; 2-So-so;
I -Dille till

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
Put your best foot forward II you can, empathize and
walk in another's shoes Share
more of the universal quality of
the holiday. A child or loved one
inight have difficulty separating
the gifts from the spiritual meaning
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***a* Recognize what could
happen if you maintain the intensity with a key friend or loved
oriel Though Oh )4()ITIP level you
!night be fearful, you'll discover
that you lust might want this type
i‘f closeness
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**•** opipi it yoo want Let
someone else steal the stage
Somehow you will get a lot of
Pleasure if you allow this person
to swirl around you expressing
Ins or hei feelings and toy Think
of yourself as along for the nde
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*A** Consider yourself the
conduit this holiday as you help
others draw the most out of their
Christmas You'll discover how
close you feel to a loved one as
re4.3111 4)1 this generous shanng
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** ** You might want to let
the responsibilities defer to

by Jacqueline Blear
someone else and be a kid
again Whether caroling or going
out to visit with friends you
seem uplifted and extremely
content Someone wants to corner you under the mistletoe
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Stay close to home and
relax with those close to you
Invite friends and family over to
share in some last-minute fun
chores Share eggnog or whatever your family's tradition might
be A partner could be a bit off
Indulge him or her
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Communicate what is
on your mind Be willing to share
and help others who simply don't
handle stress as well as you A
child or loved one delights you
with a thoughtful gesture Let the
good feelings flow
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Walk away from the concept of spending and presents
Loosen up and share the more
spiritual and caring aspects of
the holiday You might loin in with
friends or children to help out a
family in need

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc.
21)
***** Trying to slop you
could take a major effort, like
putting out a foot and making
you trip' Enjoy your high energy
Take time for those who simply
are not in the same head space
Know that anything is possible
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Be willing to not be ecstatic,
but
simply
mellow
Remember that the expectation
of Chnstmas being perfect every
year is not likely Honor your
needs
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Friends seem to be
romping around you Enjoy the
happiness and fun
spirit
Recognize what is happening
with a friend, and help ease this
person's day Don't even try tr
control your expenses today
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Step up to the plate,
realizing your limits and needs
Others will respond if you stay
sensitive to their needs as well
Toss away being controlling and
demanding

I would like to thank everyone for the support the people of Murray, Calloway County
and West Tennessee have given me for the
past 30 years as owner of Murray is Pier I
Imports. I vvould also like to thank my (WS((liners here at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet and
Toyota of Mum -as- who have made Illy first
year in car sales a success. Stop by and see
me anytime if you are in the marketPt- a car
or just want to say hi, our selections are
good and prices are at an all-time low

•

- Steve Andrus

lellelliviroiat • Buick • Pontiac • GMC • Cadillac
Hinry. 641 S.• Mtirriy •(270)753-261 7

There is no time more fitting to say THANK YOU and to wish you a Mcny Christmas
and a Happy New Year of health, happiness, and prosperity.
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COLLEGE HOOPS ROUNDUP

ROUNDUP

Perfect
Ending
CALLOWAY GOES
3-0 AT 01110 Co.
TOURNAMENT
Staff Report
Calloway County wrapped
up play in Ohio County's Eagle
Classic on Tuesday, going a perfect 3-0 in the tournament with a
58-47 win over Webster County.
George Garner and Brock
Simmons paced the Lakers with
19 and 15 points, respectively.
as Calloway overcame a threepoint halftime deficit.
Calloway jumped out to an
early lead and took a 13-11
advantage out of the first quarter, but Webster County rallied
in the second to go into halftime
with a 22-19 lead.
The third quarter belonged to
the Lakers. however. Calloway
frustrated Webster with a full
court zone trap defense and
forced many of the Trojan's 13
turnovers during a stretch in
which they outscored Webster
20-5.
The Trojans attempted to
rally in the fourth quarter. but
•See CCHS,2C

Tigers
succumb
to Tornado
MHS FALLS IN
(CHAMPIONSHIP
OF TILGHMAN
TOURNAMENT
siaff Report
Murray led by as much 10 at
Paducah Tilghman Tuesday
night. but couldn't hold off the
Bilue Tornado down the stretch,
falling 69-62 in the championship game of the Paducah
Tilghman
Christmas
Iburnament.
The Tigers clicked on all
cylinders from the get-go,jumping out to a 17-7 first-quarter
allvantage but allowed Tilghman
to score the final five points of
the period to cut the lead to five.
But Murray's advantage
Wouldn't last long. The Tornado
aivoke in the second quarter.
oinsconng the Tigers 23-13 to
tile a 35-30 lead into halftime.
Tilghman built on that lead
during a third quarter in which
they quickly built a lead that
rdached double digits. The
Tornado applied a full-court
•See MHS,2C

Mds
Suomi
School
Austin Petty
Mat ahead State
Jacksonville State
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
UT Martin
SE Missouri State

RedWolves howl past Redhawks

OvCIOmmIll
2-0(5-6)
2-0 (4-8)
1-0(8-3)
1-1 (7-5)
1-1 (8-5)
1-1 (3-7)
1-1 (3-7)
0-1 (6-4)
0-2(4-5)
0-2 (3-9)

Tunes,
Arkansas State 86 SE Missouri State 67
Sansam
L1T Martin as Florida International 6 p m
I at Miami Fla )
imam
Eastern Illinois at Bowling Green 1 p m
Tennessee Stale at Marshall
4 pm
UT Marto vs Fordharn
6pm
(at Miami Fla)

SEMO LOSES TO ARKANSS STATE, DESPITE NIOORE'S 24 POINTS
JONESBORO. Ark. - Arkansas State
jumped to a 16-6 lead in the first five minutes of the game and coasted to an 86-67
win over Southeast Missouri State.
The Red Wolves led 43-28 at the half and
started the second half on an 8-2 run and
never looked back. ASU outrebounded
Southeast 44-28 and improved to 9-3 on the
season. Shawn Morgan led Red Wof scorers
with 16 points while JeJuan Brown had 14,
Donald Boone 13 and Brandon Ayres 11.
The Redhawks, 3-9, were led by Kenard
Moore who had 24 points including 7-of-14
from three. Calvin Williams had 16 points
and nine rebounds while Jaycen Herring
added 14.
Illinois 75, No. 25 Missouri 59

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Demetri McCamey
scored all but two of his 20 points in an
almost perfect first half, helping Illinois
manhandle No. 25 Missouri 75-59 on
Tuesday night for its ninth straight victory in
the annual Braggin• Rights game.
Leo Lyons had 22 points for Missouri (92). which flopped one day after cracking the
Top 25 for the first time in nearly five seasons on the strength of a seven-game winning streak.
Illinois led by 20 points in the first half
behind 55 percent shooting and cruised to its
fifth straight victory overall.
Trent Meacham had 23 points with three
3-pointers and Mike Davis had 13 points
and nine rebounds for Illinois(11-1), which

won the previous two games in the series by
a total of four points. The Fighting Illini shot
57 percent while beating a team that had
been averaging 25-point blowouts dunng its
winning streak.
The Tigers shot a season-worst 37 percent and were held well below their previous
season low of 71 points.
Illinois took control early behind the hot
hand of McCamey, who hit his first five
shots and outscored the rest of his team 137 while fueling a 20-9 lead just over 8 minutes into the game. McCamey was 4-for-5
from 3-point range in the half three days
after totaling seven points in a victory over
Detroit. and had not scored in double figures
in two of the three previous games.

AP FEMALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR

LiSt
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Goo
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WHIRLWIND SEASON COMES FULL CIRCLE FOR PARKER
By DOUG FEINBERG
AP Sports Writer
It's been a whirlwind year for Candace Parker.
She led Tennessee to a second straight national championship in women's basketball,
was the first pick in the WNBA draft, took the league's MVP and rookie of the year e"
awards, and helped the U.S. win a fourth-straight Olympic gold medal.
Now Parker has been selected female athlete of the year by members of Thc
Associated Press.
"Wow, that's amazing,- the 22-year-old Parker said. "It's been a great year from
so many standpoints. I haven't really had a chance to sit back and let it all sink in."
Her selection Tuesday ended a five-year run in which a golfer (Annika
Sorenstam, then Lorena Ochoa) won the award — the longest streak of any
sport. Parker's accomplishments weren't lost on Tennessee coach Pat
Summitt.
"Talk about hitting all the high points of one's life. She enjoyed an
incredible run of back-to-back national championships. Olympic gold
and all of her individual accolades," the Hall of Famer said. "It was
an exceptional year for an exceptional athlete and person."
Parker received 36 votes from members of The
Associated Press, barely edging Ochoa. who had won the
previous two years. Ochoa won seven times on the LPGA
Tour, including her second major at the Kraft Nabisco
Championship. and led the money list for the third consecutive season.
Ochoa finished one vote shy of becoming only the fourth
three-time winner of the award. Rounding out the top five
41111
,
were gymnast Nastia Liukin. swimmer Dara Torres. and gymnast Shawn Johnson.
Liukin took home the biggest prize in her ongoing rivalry with Johnson. edging her teammate and
Olympic village roommate for the all-around title in Beijing. The gold medal had extra meaning for Liukin.
•See PARKER. 2C

2008 FEMALE AnerrE OF
na YEAR Vows
Br r.e Ansoraw,

0181171Mer.

ATITLETE

VOTES

Candace Parker
Lorena Ochoa
Nastia Liukin
Dara Torres
Shawn Johnson
Danica Patrick
Venus Williams
Serena Williams
Lindsey Vonn
Yelena lsinbayeva
Jelena Jankovic
Stephanie Rice

36
35
30
29
18
15
5
3
3
3
2
1

MLB ROUNDUP

Big Spending in the Big Apple
RECESSION-PROOF YANKEES KEEP ON SPENDING MILLIONS

BEN MARGOT AP
The New York Yankees have reeled in another pnme tree agent. reaching
a preliminary agreement with first baseman Mark Teixeira for $180 million
over eight years. A person familiar with the negotiations disclosed the
agreement, which is subject to a physical

By RONALD BLUM
AP Baseball Writer
NEW YORK(AP) — The big, bad
Yankees are flexing their mighty
checkbook, and the rest of baseball
isn't happy.
While the recession has many
teams cautious about spending, the
Yankees remain in a Gilded Age. dropping more than $40() million on highprofile free agents, including an eightyear deal Tuesday with first baseman
Mark Teixeira. The Mets have lavished big money. too, and other teams
are jealous.
"This year they just both went
crazy." San Francisco Giants pitcher
Barry Zito said of New York's teams.
"All these people are going East now.
It's crazy."
The Yankees tend to let criticism
bounce off their pinstripes.
"I've got enough things to worry
about and think about." co-chairman
Hal Steinbrenner said. "I try not to
concentrate on any. of that."

Across a city where cocktail party
talk centers on the Bernard Madoff
Ponzi scheme and the demise of Bear
Stearns and Merrill Lynch. the two
baseball teams have grabbed attention
with their dazzling deals during a time
of retrenchment.
How in the world can they afford
this?
Well, the Yankees already own
about one-third of their own regional
sports cable network.
They've started their own concession company in conjunction with the
Dallas Cowboys.
And now they have a new. $.1.3 billion ballpark opening in April.
The top ticket at the new Yankee
Stadium goes for $2.500 next season.
The best seat at Citi Field seems like a
discount. averaging $495 (the Mets
have use different price scales.
depending on the opponent and day a
"We are very sensitive to the economic conditions, to people's con•Sea YANKEES,2C

38118 Pea
Pieneu."
NEW YORK tAP) — Read 2006 perces kw tie 30
masa league teems. according to Intonneilion
received by clubs trorn the commissioner' Moe.
N Y Yankees
1222.519.480
&Won
147,075145
Nevi York Meta
144.1193102
Delron
136.118.404
Chicago Cubs
130.5011191
Los Angeles Angels
110.145,487
Los Angeles Dodgem
125,8054286
Sean*
120.466.113
Chicago Whet. Sox
113141.026
Philadelphia
112184.711
Si Louie
100188.048
Flouslon
100.149,948
Tuff),tvs,
98.343120
Mania
82.484,314
Milwaukee
10,324,347
82.885.440
San Francisco
woman
Arimna
802811.520
Ballroom
78118250
Cleveland
7803.582
Texas
78.840.131
Colorado
74.791121
San Diego
71212.182
Kansas GIs
119197.547
Minnwtot
85.088,OP
vVeshinotnn
%.011111.102
Oakland
55223284
'smog Bay
51 020,720
Pittsburgh
50 794,410
Tkvvla
27 003450
Total
2279.357,538
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From Page 1C
coming 2ti ems after her lather
and coach, %/alert. finished a
close second to his teammate at
the Seoul Games. Liukin finished with use medals, one
more than her father won in
1988.
The 41-year-old Torres won
three silver medals at the
Olympics. Johnson won four
medals, saving the best for last.
After getting silvers in the team
competition, all-around and
floor exercise, she finally won
gold on balance beam, the last

re'S

event.

Lucas Anderson, a member of the Oaks Country Club, had his first hole-in-one on the
No. 3 green, using a 67iron on the 140-yard hole. Lucas is the son of Gale and Scott
Anderson

Gerald (Jerry) Parker, a member of Oaks Country Club, had a hole-in-one on the No. 3
green on Oct. 11. He used an 8-iron on the 140-yard hole. Standing next to Jerry are witnesses James Hooper and Greg Story.

From Page 1C
cerns." Yankees president
Randy Levine said. "We monitor it very closely and, if necessary. can made adjustments.
But as we stand today, we
believe strongly that our fans
and customers appreciate that
we continue to reinvest in our
product.The Mets, whose owners
also own a share of their own
network, made the first big
free-agent move. They struck a

$37 million. three-year agreement with closer Francisco
Rodriguez.
But that was a pittance compared to the nearly quarter-billion dollars - $243.5 million
to be precise - the Yankees
committed on a single day last
week for a pair of starting
pitchers: CC Sabathia got a
$161 million, seven-year contract
and oft-injured A.J.
Burnett was enticed to the
Bronx with an $82.5 million,

five-year deal. New York followed that up by striking a
$180 million deal with Teixeira.
After the Yankees' streak of
13 consecutive postseason
appearances ended, you could
count on them to set the top of
the market. Around the rest of
baseball, the highest free-agent
contract belongs to Chicago
Cubs pitcher Ryan Dentpster.

who will receive $52 million
over four seasons to remain at
Wrigley Field.
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SzyUs tricludiag Famous Name iliatiodo.
., •:.-BASSETT,SENCHCRAFT,LANE,CAMPBELL, LEGACY, MAYO,ASHLEY,
HOLLAND HOUSE.SLEEPLOGIC JACKSON,STANDARD,
PHILIP RFINISCH, RIVERSIDE, WINNERS ONLY, SAIJDER,
t/Crj
CRAFTM ASTER,COILSICANA,HOMC ELEGA NCI,('RI' AN,
.
EAGLE, NEW GENERATIONS, HILLCRAFT,
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
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Henry Co 57 Walton-Verona 50
Madison Shawe Ind 65. Trimble Co
60
Apollo Classic
Apollo
Lou Seneca 70
Grayson Co 69 Lou Holy Cross 59
Nora) Hardin 69 Lone Oak 42
BelNitivam Christmas Classic
Lou Southern 57 North Bullet 48
Nelson Co 70. Bethlehem 58
Owensboro Catholic 56 LOW Shawnee
Bowling Green Holiday Classic
Graves Cr 1,2 Madison Southern 52
Madison Central 47 Graves Co 46
Mercer Cc 58 George Rogers Clark 49
Mercer Co 56 Warren East 28
North Hardin Christian 48 Warren East
34
Capital City Invitational
Let Lafayette 99. RocXcastle Co 73
Defenders of the Station Invitational
Clay Co 70. Knox Central 48
Gallatin Invitational
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King of the Bluegrass Tournament
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McCreary Central Holiday Classic
Henderson Co 48. Dne,

Russellvilie 68 Pike Co Central 57
Muhlenberg North Classic
St Henry 40 Hazel Green Ala 56
Frankfm•Simpson 58 Oxford Ala
Franklin Simpson $5 Huntsville Ala 35
Muhlenberg North 61 Gleenbner Tenn
51
St Henn, 60 Oxford Ala 53
POSTPONEMENTS AND
CANCELLATIONS
Kentucky Machine and Enginsering
Christmas Classic
Logan C.
um', Co cod
Girls Basketball
Edmonson County Classic
Breckinridge Co 50 Edrnonson Co 39
Clinton Co 50 McLean Co 36
Monroe Co 57 Glasgow 52
Whitesveie Trinrty 47, Muhlenberg South
41
Catholic Tournament
Canner 61. Breathitt CO 49
Elizabethtown 55. Simon Kenton 47
Highlands 57, Lou Assumption 53
Lincoln Co 58. Owensboro Catholic 28
Lou Chnshan Academy 58. Lou Mercy
53
Lou DuPorn Manual 60, Lexington
Catholic 51
Lou DuPont Manual 62. Lou Christian
Academy 57
Lau Sacred Heart 66 MadrsonvilleNorth Hopkins 46
Montgomery Co 64. Lou Butter 40
Newport
Central
Catholic
45
Southwestern 37

SportsBriefs
Murray's boys basketball game at Mayfield has been rescheduled
for Monday. Feb. 9. The game was onginally slated for Monday, Dec.
15, but icy conditions caused its postponement.

Nice Loose Pillow Back Sofa And
Love Seal 'Office Accent Pillows
Regular Sale Price $948

(1:Z:)

$588

From Page 1C
were staved off hs dead-eye
shooting from the free throw
line on Calloway's pan. The
Lakers connected on 10 of 12
free throws in the fourth quarter
and went 20-for-24 at the line
throughout the game.
Shawn Thompson had the hot
hand from behind the arc in

while junior center Tyrrell Willis
scored six and senior center
Derek Solomon notched five.
LaBrice Williams paced
Webster County with 15 points.
The Lakers were outrebounded for the second consecutive
night. grabbing 26 boards to
Webster's 29. The Trojans
notched 16 offensive rebounds,

t'alloway's Monday night win

which kept them in the game

over Ohio County. but on
Tuesday it was fellow sophomore Simmons who provided
the long-range production.
Three-pointers accounted for
nine of Simmons' 15 points and
junior guard Austin Lilly added
another, as the Lakers continued
their torrid shooting streak.
Garner and Simmons were
the only Lakers to reach double
digits. but senior forward Joseph
Kelly contributed seven points

down the stretch.
Webster committed
13
turnovers to Calloway's II.
With the win, the Lakers
have now won six consecutive
games and are 6-1 on the season.
Webster County falls to 4-5.
Calloway will hit the court
again on Saturday when they
host Joppa (III.) in the first
round of the Murray Bank Laker
Classic at 8:15 p.m. in Jeffrey
Gymnasium.

Bryon Wright. who scored 24
and 22 points respectively while
boosting Tilghman to the championship of the long-running
annual tournament. Wright also
added four 3-pointers.
Senior guard Cole Hurt paced
Murray. scoring 19 points and
connecting on three 3-pointers.
Chastin Sheppard was a force on
the inside, notching a doubledouble while scoring 15 points
and grabbing 12 rebounds.

Sheppard's partner in crime
in the paint, Aaron Jones, added
12 points. Sheppard and Jones
each picked up three fouls late in
the second quarter and played in
foul trouble for the remainder of
the game.
Senior point guard Blake
Darnall scored nine points and
larvae Langford contributed
seven in what was a balanced
scoring affair from the Tigers"..,
five starters.
Tilghman and Murray shot
almost identical percentages.
The Tigers were 42 percent from
the field and hit 4 of 14 threepointers while the Tornado shot
43 percent and connected on 5for-I4 from three-point land.
The Tigers were doomed,
however, by their inability to
connect from the free-throw
line. going 6-for-l8. Tilghman
didn't fare much better, hitting 6
14 from the charity stripe.
Darnall. Hurt and Jones were
named to the All-Tournament
team after the Tigers went 2-1,
beating Heath and Fulton City
on Monday.
The loss was Murray's first .
of the season and drops the
Tigers to 5-1 on the year.
Tilghman improves to 5-1.
Murray will return to action
,in Dec. 29 at the First Southern
National Bank/Roy's Bar-B-Q
Classic in Russellville, where
they'll face Mercer County at 3
p.m.

•MHS
From Page 1C
pressure defense that frustrated
the Tigers and used a 10-man
rotation to wear down Murray's
shorter bench.
Tilghman led by 12 going
into the fourth quarter, but the
Tigers didn't quit. Murray cut
the lead back down to single
digits. but never seriously
threatened.
The Tornado was led by
guard tandem Josh Forrest and
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Michael Phelps was a runaway selection for the AP's top
male
athlete.
announced
Monday. Besides Phelps. only
Olympic sprinting sensation
Usain Bolt and New York
Giants quarterback Eli Manning
got more than a single vote.
Phelps was named on 172 ballots. becoming just the third
swimmer to claim the award.
Parker is only the third basketball player to win the
women's award, joining Sheryl
Swoopes in 1993 and Rebecca
Lobo in 1995. Parker averaged
18.5 points and 9.5 rebounds in
leading Los Angeles to the
Western Conference semifinals
before the Sparks lost in three
games to the San Antonio Silver
Stars.
"Losing has made me hungry
to get better for next year."
Parker said "It's been en my
mind since we lost to San
Antonio."
She had a high of 40 points
and grabbed 10 or more
rebounds in 17 games. She led
the league in double-doubles
with 17. led the league in
rebounding and led rookies in
scoring. blocks (2.3) and minutes (33.6).
Losing is one thing that
Parker didn't do often at
Tennessee. Playing with a
bruised and braced shoulder.
she helped the Lady Vols win
consecutive championships.
She became the fourth player to
win
back-to-back
Most
Outstanding Player of the Final
Four honors and left Tennessee
with a year left of eligibility.
She was clearly ready for the
next levet.
"Candace has invested so
much time in her game and her
skills. That's been the difference. Candace has separated
herself by her competitive drive
and her hard work,- Summit,
said. "She spends countless
hours in the gym on her own.
She knows her roles being the
go-to player and a great teammate. How much more can one
person accomplish in a year'!"
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10 years ago
Winners of the 1 Luel Woman's
Club Christmas Decorating Contest for the residents of Hazel
were James and Lois Rasphery.
first, David Landis, seeond. and
Jerry and Shelia White. third.
Published is a picture of Amanda Wilson, employee of Callow as
County Public Library. reshelving
books. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Mark Reinhardt,
Nov. 25: a girl to Dr and Mrs_
Randy K. Taylor and a boy to
Mc and Mrs. Patrick Seltsam,
Dec. 7; a boy to Kenny and Carol
Bogard. Dec. 20.
Murray State University Lady
Racers lost 57-56 to Central C'onnecticut State in Holiday Beach
Basketball Blast at Wilmington.
NC.
20 years ago
Lori Lee Jones, IS, Rt. I.
Almo. died Dec. 22 at 9:45 a.m
from injuries sustained in a one
car accident on Ky. 94 East, 10
miles east of Murray.
Births reported include a girl
to Paula and Tim Holsapple and
a girl to Mary and Robert Crocker. Dec. 19; a boy to Alma and
Terry Boggess, a girl to Christina and Illya Staples. a boy to
Gloria and Richard Padgett and
a girl to Ruby and Thomas Gamble. Dec. 20.; a boy to Laura and
Randy McGehee, Dec. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bondurant
will be married for 60 years Dec.
26.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of the
scene of Mary and the Christ
Child, just one of many attractions displayed along the lane in
the Murray-Calloway County Park.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Gene McCucheon.
Members of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board were told
that it is hoped to have all the
doctors' offices out of the old
convalescent care building and
will turn it over to the contrac-

TodayInNistory
By The Associated Press
the Confederate Army formed a
Today is Wednesday. Dec. 24. private social club in Pulaski. Tenn..
the 359th day of 2008. There are called the Ku Klux Klan.
seven days left in the year. This
In 1871, Giuseppe Verdi's opera
is Christmas Eve.
"Aida- had its world premiere in
Today's Highlight in History:
Cairo, Egypt.
On Dec. 24. 1968. the ApolIn 1908. citing morality conlo 8 astronauts, orbiting the moon. cerns. New York Mayor George
read passages from the Old Tes- B. McClellan Jr. temporarily closed
tament Book of Genesis dunng a the city's movie theaters. (The
Christmas Eve telecast that featured action gave nse to creation ot a
live images of Earth.
motion picture censorship board.)
On this date:
In 1943. President Franklin D.
In 1524. Portuguese navigator Roosevelt appointed Gen. Dwight
Vasco da Gania — who had dis- D. Eisenhower supreme commandcovered a sea route around Africa er of Allied forces as pan of
to India — died in Cochin, India. Operation Overlord.
In 1814, the War of 1812 offiIn 1951, Gian Carlo Menotti's
cially ended as the United States "Amahl and the Night Visitors."
and Britain signed the Treaty of the first opera written specificalGhent in Belgium.
ly for television, was first broadIn 1851, fire devastated the cast by NBC-TV.
Library of Congress in WashingIn 1980. Americans remembered
ton. D.C., destroying about 35.000 the U.S. hostages in Iran by burnvolumes.
ing candles or shining lights for
In 1565. several veterans of 417 seconds — one second for
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tors by the middle of January
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stonecipher,
Dec. 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Elkins
will be married for 63 years Dec.
25.
40 years ago
Morgan Sisk. assistant professor of biology at Murray State
University. has been awarded a
National Science Foundation Faculty Fellowship at Ohio State University. He will take a leave or
absence from MSU for a year.
Hickman County won over
Mayfield for the championship of
the Calloway County High School
Christmas Basketball Tournament.
Calloway Lakers won over South
Marshall Rebels in the consolation game.
Births reported include a girl
to Rev. and Mrs. Danny Underwood. Dec. 16.
SS years ago
Sp4 William H. Tabers, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Rex Tabers of
Murray, has been named "Soldier
of the Month" at Fort Bragg. N.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Barber
will be married for 50 years Dec.
28.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds won 80-60 over Mississippi State Rebels in a basketball game.
Rev. William T. Thomas is rector of St. John's Episcopal Church.
60 years ago
Murray Postoffice reported a
record of mail for Dec. 13-20
when 150.000 letters were canceled.
The Empty Stocking Fund has
ended its activities for the Christmas season, according to Troy
Glidewell. publicity chairman. The
drive collected over 2.000 items
for the fund to help needed students in the city and county.
In a high school basketball
game. Lynn Grove Wildcats won
48-43 over Hickman County Dunnaway was high scorer for the
Wildcats.
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Same-sex marriage introduces
unique question of etiquette

Stay on top of
medical problems

DEAR ABBY: I hope you and experienced good times and
can help with an etiquette ques- bad, but we were happy togethtion. With same-sex marriage er -- or so I thought. I live in
becoming more commonplace. a small town with many friends
how should I address a letter and relatives. Needless to say.
to a same-sex couple?
my heart is broken. I don't know
Example: Now that Ellen how to respond, or if I should.
DeGeneres Why would someone be so hurthas married ful? -- HEARTBROKEN IN
Portia
de OKLAHOMA
Rossi. would
DEAR HEARTBROKEN:
I write to Your relative is either malicious
"Mrs.
and or a thoughtless motormouth,
Mrs. Ellen and what she said may not be
DeGeneres"? true. Respond by treating her
"The Ellen as if she has a contagious disDeGeneres ease. because in a sense she
Family*? or does. The disease she spreads
"Ellen and is misery.
Portia
If YOU think you and John
By Abigail
DeGeneres"? had a happy life together, then
Van Buren
None of the you did. If John may have lapsed
manners books that I have once along the way. forgive him
checked has been able to pro- because, in the final analysis,
vide an answer. and I have not you two made it to the finish
seen the issue in print. What line together. Many couples do
do you think? -- STRAIGHT. not.
044
NOT NARROW IN GLENDALE, ARIZ.
DEAR ABBY: After 30 years
DEAR STRAIGHT, NOT as an automotive transmission
NARROW: Because this topic rebuilder. I retired. I am blessed
is so new, there isn't one hard- with a loving wife, three grown
and-fast answer to your ques- kids. beautiful 10-year-old twin
tion. Some couples keep or granddaughters, a sugar-sweet
change their individual names. beagle. three ungrateful, sassy
some join their names together cats and two time-consuming
with a hyphen, others select a hobbies. Sounds perfect, doesname together and adopt it.
n't it?
If you have a question about
The downside is that eight
how a particular couple would out of 10 nights. I dream about
prefer their mail to be addressed. my previous job. I drift around
my advice is to ask them.
in the clouds rebuilding trans•••
missions, putting a spring here.
DEAR ABBY: While I was a valve there. I'd rather be
visiting with a relative recent- dreaming about more interestly, she informed me that my ing things -- hunting. fishing
late husband. "John." who died and women -- not necessarily
several years ago. had been hav- in that order.
ing an affair. I was so shocked.
Can you tell me how to rediI did not respond.
rect my dreams and enjoy my
John and I married young sleep? Do other tradesmen such
as butchers, bakers and candlestick-makers relive their old
trades in dreamland? -- ONCE
each day of captivity.
A MECHANIC ... IN ARIZONA
In 1993, the Rev. Norman VinDEAR ONCE A MECHANcent Peale. who blended Chnstian and psychiatric principles into IC: Your letter shows you can
a message of "positive thinking." take a mechanic out of the trade,
died in Pawling. N.Y.. at age 95. but you can't necessarily take
Ten years ago: Ignoring NATO the trade out of the mechanic.
warnings. Sett tanks and troops
butcher, baker,candlestick-maker
struck an ethnic Albanian strong- -- or advice columnist, for that
hold in Kosovo. Most of Califormatter. If someone has performed
nia's citrus crop was considered
ruined after three straight nights a job long enough, it becomes
part of him or her. Of one thing
of freezing cold.
I am certain: The harder one
Five years ago: A roadside bomb
exploded north of Baghdad. killing
tries NOT to dream about somethree U.S. soldiers in the dead- thing, the more he or she will.
liest attack on Americans to that
We cannot control our subtime following Saddam Hussein's
conscious -- but we can redicapture. Talk show host David
rect it. An hour before bedtime.
Letterman visited U.S. troops in
try leafing through magazines
Baghdad. Air France canceled several flights to the United States about hunting and fishing. or
after U.S. officials passed on what
photo albums with pictures of
were termed "credible- security
your granddaughters. This may
threats.
guide your thoughts in a more
desirable direction as you drift
off to dreamland. And should
you find yourself once more at
your workbench after nodding
stt0 WOU'r
GNIER FoR6ET
off, try this: Tell yourself, "OK,
11.10% \40120s
it's time to change the chanStst0 ollAN
nel." It has worked for me.
PE SiWksUED
lAtc, 1PuktS.

Dear Abby

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
14-year-old boy with both parents affected by two different and
very rare illnesses. First. my 39year-old father has had tingling
and numbness in his legs for a
year. This month, he was diagwith
nosed
multiple sclerosis. He can
barely walk
now.
Then my
mother had
two weeks of
nonstop, agonizing
migraines.
She had an
MRI
that
showed
an
By
unknown type
Dr. Peter Gott of growth in
brain
her
causing double vision and the
smelling of things that weren't
there. The growth is twice the
size of a golf ball and doomed
to kill her without surgery. She's
scheduled for an operation in two
days.
The point of this letter is not
for your help or anyone's sympathy. It is to tell people that
things aren't always what they
seem. Those readers with constant migraines should see a doctor. Don't attempt to cover up
the pain. Get checked out. If
painkillers don't work, try an antiinflammatory. And see a doctor.
What's keeping my mother painfree isn't pain killers. It's medication to keep the swelling of
the growth down.
Please, please print this.
DEAR READER:You are very
articulate for your age. I'm quite
impressed with your knowledge
and common-sense view of two
compkx cituatiom that never

Dr. Gott

should befall a family the age of
yours.
MS is a neurological disease
that affects the nervous ss stern
and a person's ability to move,
speak. see and hear It often begins
with weakness in one limb, pinsand-needles sensations blurred
vision or difficulties with speech
It may take years (or the diagnosis to he confirmed Esen then.
doctors don't know how symptoms will advance and whether progressive disability will result.
Patients should eat a well-balanced. nutritious diet and get adequate rest. Puy steal and emotional stress or fatigue should be
avoided. It is critical to exercise
regularly to keep muscles functioning properly. The disease is
noncontagious and nonhereditary.
It cannot he cured or prevented,
but exercise, counseling, psychotherapy. self-care and medication can be of assistance, allowing patients to remain as independent as possible for as long
as possible.
Headaches are not generally
related to a serious condition, such
as your mother experienced. In fact
only about 1 percent of .80
headaches are caused by a %en:
ous condition such as tumor. stroke
or meningitis.
The classic ocular migraine
often begins with a warning sign
or aura, accompanied by flashing
lights, colors or temporary loss
of peripheral vision. Pain can
occur on one or both sides of
the head. Common migraines generally begin more slowly, last
longer and are not preceded by
an aura.
Fortunately, your mother had
an MRI and the tumor was found.
I hope the surgical results were
extremely favorable and your family life can settle down.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•10 8 7 52
V A6 56
•K 7 2
•—
WEST
EAST
•4
•KQ.19
IIIKQ1084
•1 9 2
•96
•
•Q 10952
40.1 7 64 3
SOUTH
4A 6 3
07
•A.1 10 5 4 3
+A KS
The bidding:
South
North East
West
I•
I•
2,
10
3•
Pass
5•
Pass
6•
Opening lead — four of spades.
Assume you have reached six
diamonds on the bidding shown and
West leads the four of spades. How
would you play the hand?
Though neither you nor your partner has done anything unreasonable
in the bidding, the final contract is a
poor one, since you appear to have
two inescapable spade losers. However, given West's one-heart overcall
and his owning spade lead — almost
surely a singleton — you actually
have a very good chance to bring in
the slam!

Alter taking the ace of spades at':•
trick one, you lead a heart to the Jo:.
and rufla heart. Next you cash the A- •
K of diamonds and ruff another
heart. The A-K or clubs are now
played, and a club is ruffed in
dummy.
At this point, you have two small
spades and ivvo trumps in your hand.
while dummy has two spades. a
(rump and the six of heart, The stage
is set for what you hope will be a
successful denouement
The heart six is led, and when
Last, as expected, tails to follow you
discard a spate. West wins the trtek
hut finds himself in a hopeless position. Since he does not have a spade.
he must return a hean or a club. allowing you lo discard y our lasi
spade as you ruff in dummy, and the
slam is home.
The maneuver used to make thecontract is known as a loser-on-loser •
play, %%hetet)" declarer telescopes
two losers into one by discarding one
loser on another llere, the discard of
a losing spade on a losing heart has
to he tinted so that there are no more
hearts or clubs in the North-South
hands vs hen thesis of hearts is lost to
West.
The concession of a heart trick •
declarer apparently does not havi: Its
lose thus pays a huge dividend. irr • ,
exchange (or losing that trick. both •
of declarer's spade losers vanish.

Tomorrow: Impulsive plays may be cosily.
5r4.1...de Int
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1 Ballerina's leap
5 Mocking
comment
9 Tie up the
phone
12 Bear constellation
13 Cash advance
14 Kind of system
15 Makes candles
16 Gridiron pair
(2 wds
18 Patterns
20 Hey,
21 Vast stretch of
time
22 More capacious
26 Vice —
29 Tarzan s nanny
30 Fan noise
31 Help with a
heist
32 Co honchos
33 Drives up the
wall
34 Freight arnts
35 — Paulo
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36 Not canned or
frozen
37 Manor
39 Grain crop
40 Roanoke loc
41 Court assistant
45 Antagonized
49 Culture dish
goo
50 Louis XIV e g
51 New Mexico
tribe
52 Fictional sub
commander
53 Dollop
54 Not for
55 Remnant
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1 Wynonna or
Naomi
2 Great Lakes
port
3 Recipe amts
4 Least hard
5 Ford or Miller
6 Atom f agments
7 Naugh y
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8 Digestive juice
9 Craving
10 Queen beater
11 Bout enders
17 Caveman from
Moo
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EVER HAVE A
006 ? YES,HE
HAD ONE WHEN
HE WAS YOUNGER,
BUT THE DOG
LEFT HIM
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19 — — step
further
22 Likely
23 Homer's
instrument
24 Cartoon
shrieks
25 Too gulch
to act
26 Goodbye
to Galus
27 Recedes
28 Break
29 Back when
32 Ginnie or
Fannie
33 Hibernia. once
35 Song part
36 Memo abbr
38 Broad St
39 Wheel spokes
41 Leaned over
42 Disney CEO
Bob —
43 Notoriety
44 Lily pad sitter
45 Web-site suffix
46 Egg — yurl0
47 White lie
48 Hassle a
debtor
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Fans say yes to Carrey film
LOS ANGELES AP) —
Audiences gave Jim Carte)'S
"Yes Man- an affirmative vote
as his comedy opened at No. 1
for the weekend with $111.3 million.
The top 20 movies at U.S. and
Friday
theaters
Canadian
through Sunday, followed by
distribution studio, gross, number of theater locations, average
receipts per location, total gross
and number of weeks in release,
as compiled Monday by Media
By Numbers LLC:
I. "Yes Man,' Warner Bros.,
$18,262,471. 3,434 locations.
$5,318 average. 5114.262.471,

one week
2. "Seven Pounds," Sony.
$14,851,136. 2,758 locations.
$5,385 average, $14,851,136.
one week.
3 "The Tale of Despereaux,"
Universal. $10,103,675. 3,104
locations, $3,255 average,
$10,103,675, one week.
4. -The Day the Earth Stood
Still." Fox. $9,890,105, 3,560
locations, $2,778 average.
$48,366,989, two weeks.
5."Four Christmases," Warner
Bros., $7,701,375, 3,515 locaaverage,
$2,191
tions,
$100,110,827, four weeks.
Summit
"Twilight,"
6.

$5,189,319,
Entertainment.
2,991 locations, $1,735 average,
$158,423,218, five weeks.
7. "Bolt," Disney, S4.146,856,
2,968 locations, $1,397 average
$94,900,059, five weeks.
8."Slumdog Millionaire," Fox
Searchlight, $3,053,760, 589
locations, $5,185 average,
$12,037,510, six weeks.
Fox;
"Australia,"
9.
$2,174,188, 2,212 locations;
$983 average. $41,796,525, four
weeks.
10. "Quantum of Solace,"
Sony, $2,051,882, 1,874 loca
average;
$1,095
holm,
5161.200.412, six weeks.

At the close of another year, we gratefully
pause to wish you a warm arid very

Merry Christmas!!
SCUBA DIVING SANTA: In this photo released by the Florida Keys News Bureau, a school of
grunts give way as Jason Schwenke, garbed in a Santa Claus suit, towed by a sea scooter
this week, in the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary near Key Largo. Fla. Schwenke, general manager of the Flonda Keys Dive Cenier, decided to surprise his dive charter customers
by submerging as a scuba diving Santa.(AP Photo/Florida Keys News Bureau, Bob Care)

5 immigrants
face life behind
bars for plot
on U.S. soldiers
By GEOFF MULVIHILL
Associated Press Writer
CAMDEN, NJ.(AP) — Five
Muslim immigrants face possible life prison terms after being
convicted of plotting to massacre U.S. soldiers in a case that
supporters called entrapment
and prosecutors said was a preemptive strike against terrorism.
The five men were convicted
this week in federal court of
conspiring to kill military personnel but acquitted of attemptProsecutors
murder.
ed
acknowledged the defendants
were probably months away
from an attack at Fort Dix and
did not necessarily have a specific plan.
The arrests in 2007 and subsequent trial tested the FBI's postSept. 11 strategy of infiltrating
and breaking up terrorist plots in
their earliest stages. Muslim
leaders reacted with frustration
after the verdict.
"Many people in the Muslim
community will see this as a
case of entrapment," said Jim
Sues, executive director of the
New Jersey chapter of the
Council on American-Islamic
Relations, who attended five
days of trial testimony. "From
what I saw, there was a significant role played by the government informant."
The FBI asked two informants
— both foreign-born men who
entered the U.S. illegally and
had criminal records — to
befriend the suspects. Both
informants were paid and were
offered help obtaining legal resident status.
During the eight-week trial.
the government relied heavily
on information gathered by the
informants, who secretly recorded hundreds of conversations.
Prosecutors said the defendants bought several assault
rifles supplied by the FBI and
to
trekked
they
that
Pocono
Pennsylvania's
Mountains to practice their
shooting. The government also
presented dozens of jihadist
speeches and videos that the
men supposedly used as inspiration.
The defendants, who lived in
and around Philadelphia for
years, were Jordanian-born cab
driver Mohamad Shnewer;
Turkish-born convenience store
clerk Serdar Tatar; and brothers
Dritan. Eljvir and Shain Duka,
ethnic Albanians from the former Yugoslavia who had a roofing business.
The men could get life in
prison when they are sentenced
in April.
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Merry Christmas & Happy New Year
from ROSE INSULATION
Thank you fir your support and busmen

Gift Certificates Available!
Private Party Rooms — So E3ook Your Party Now!!
Live Music On Thursday Nights!!
Mon. Sat. i I a_rn - Midnight

.f6r 34Years!
753-6403 & 293-7673

759-8866 • 1005 Arcadia Circle, Murray (behind Cher4 Theater)

Owner Barry Rose

WWW.bigappiemurray.com
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